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TECHNICAL NOTE: This magazine is produced on ihe 405-line
system. Please make allowcmces for occasional reduced
definition in illustrations.

LEGAL \NARNING,r particularly for New Readers
By reading this magazine you are entering a Temporary Autonomous Zone {TAZ}.
where normal values, logic'and timescales do not apply. At the least you may feel
unable to put the magazine down until you have read it through to the very end. As
you read it, you may aiso feel soangely meiiow and entirely unabie‘to consider
doing anytl'Iing else useful for 14 hours. Alternatively you may feel a sudden urge to
have money extracted painlessly by one of our advertisers. Anything may happen and
at the very worst you may enter a Permanent Autonomous Zone {PAZ} of your
own creation.

We describe +05 Alive as '1'e Escape fium Ordnuly Literature, but be warned that
unwary neophytes have been lmown to degenerate into hopeless wrecks gibbering
meaningless phrases sUch as 'modulator, 'open reel', 'image orthicon', 'telerecording‘
and '1 D kilocycle line whistle'. Sadly there is no cure. only deeper addiction.

DO NOT PROCEED FURTHER if you are unsure of your ability to handle
I'Iard-core old technology. You have been warned. This magazine should not be left
out where children or people of an unsympafl'lefic disposition may find it
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Ffiflifi} THE Ellfilflfi non

Are you still with us? i hope so!

A few reckless souls managed to miss the message in the la st
issue about sending their subscriptions from now on to the
Staffordshire address. From the kindness of mv heart I
returned their cheques. even though I was sorely tempted to
cash them regardless!

But enough of this trivia —— my main message this time round is
to introduce our new patron... step forward Mr Roy Hadd and
take a bow! '

As an entertainer Rov needs no introduction from me but i’m
sure his presence in our midst will add a certain cacher— I
almost wrote weight or dignityr — to these proceedings but this
magazine has never been dignified nor does it wish to
become formaiised. We're a happy band of people who are
not afraid to admit they enjoy the trivial and eccentric issues
of past television as  well as  more serious matters.

Roy writes: "I will be delighted to be a patron of your circie"
and we are delighted to include him amongst us.

More from Roy and the man who made the connection
between Rov and 435Aiive over the page.

Andy Emmerson.
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©UR NEW PATRCQN

Just to let you know what I'm up to...

TELEVISION
i'm in Dennis Potter‘s last four part series KARAOKE {i play Albert
Finney‘s literary agent!) shown on BBC! and repeated on CHANNEL 4.

Five months of this year I'll be spending filming a new series of
COMMON AS MUCK between April and August for transmission early
1???.BBC1'W.

RADIO
The Autumn series of THE NEWS HUDDLINES runs ten weeks from
September the 5th. Applications for tickets to see a recording at the
Radio Theatre Broadcasting House (Thursdays at 1.00pm} shouid be
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sent to TICKET UNIT, BBC RADIO, BROADCASTING HOUSE, LONDON
W1A 1% with SAE.

RECORDINGS
Purceli's opera DON GUIXOTE {I piay Sancho to Paul Schofieid's "Dan
|L'Juiritote"} is out on CD. | play Smee in PETER PAN, a double cassette
from the BBC Radio Collection. I'm also on the CD ihe Prince’s Choice —
Prince Charles’s choice of scenes from Shakespeare.

HUSIC HALL
Alas no live music hall shows during the fiiming of Common As Muck—
April to August — but i hope to be taking my one-man show, Ray Huddis
very own Music Haii, on the road again in the Autumn.

I will, as usual, be hosting the British Music Hall Society Birthday Show
{subject to professional commitments} we have, so for, Ron Moody,
Elizabeth Mansfield - the Olivier Award nominee for her Marie Lloyd
show — and Johnny Maxim. The venue is the Central Confetence Cent re
Theatre, 9!} Central Street, London EC1 on Tuesday, 5rd of September
and tickets are tram the BMHS Box Office on 6131-341 5242.

WRITING
My column appears at the beginning of each month in Yours magazine
and my anecdote book is still available.

if you’d iike a iist of sheet music; autographs. programme-s.
photographs, memorabiiia, etc. i have for saie {aii monies to IRE
semeu Mimic HALL EDGE-'19 just send a SAE to:

Ray Hudd Enterprises, PD Box 3925, London, SW4 OED.
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Pulleth not the chain when the 405 Alive is standing in thestation — 2L0 of course!

Eamon! King, who mode the initial introduction. 1nulls-lies:

Glad "the lad 'imselt"r has given the OK! (or should that be 'Blessing‘? —
see picture). Knowing him as Jean and I do, it would not be surprising
it he put in his '2—oents worth' in the form of o short written piece now
and again — but we'll have to see what happens.

The pictures were taken in October‘ 1984 when Rov declared ‘open’
the Wilson, Keppel & Betty bar ot Brinsworth House, Twickenhom. Jean
and l were veryr closelv involved with Brinsworth at that time; Jeon
rnade the little velvet curtains (just visible in the pictures} and i did the
title‘ sign-work. Rov was EABF Chairman at that time and this was one
of his-routine duties.
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LETTERS. WE GET LETTERS...
From Bernard King. 195 Hanworlh Road. Hampton. Hiddm, W12
BED:
At the bottom of page 15 of your Special Issue there is a mention of Last
Programmes.- During the late 19805 I gathered unto myself thereof a
collection of 16mm films intended for possible use on our free
pensioner-group film shows. One b&w reel of about 2!} mins was of no
interest or potential in the context of the pensioner shows. It is one of
the films shot forfby the BBC for the Open Uniyersity but, although nor a
telerecording, its leader strip strangely carries not the standard
footage numbers but the old darkroom clock and chalked blackboardli
(Funny people the BBC!) There is a full 35 seconds of this ident
preceding the titles. The film itself — We only seen it oncef!) —— is called
The Cell. It is ridden with science and professors! The film is up for grabs
to anyone who wants it and I think there is only one splice in its whole
length. I cannot find a date.

Somewhere around 1960, when l made up my home-mode
16mm camera — from a 9.5mm mechanism— so that I could make full
use of the yery cheap G45 ex—Goyernment cine film. I pointed it at the
TV screen and myself — a yery short telerecording! It’s still around
somewhere among my 16mm bits but its really too short to be of any
significance. I‘ll dig it out some time; I just wanted to see if it could be
done. In fact l did the same thing in the summer of 1952 on 9.5 film. i
wanted to coyer a Children's Newsreel eyent of 90 seconds and the
camera only took 60 seconds. By slowing down the camera it was just
possible to coyer the item. A BID acetate was made of the sound track.
I still hoye the track on the disc but i'm not sure if the 9.5mm film still
exists among my bits and pieces.

Just a couple of comments on the Emitron camera pictores in your
Issue 25. Fig 2 on page 40 struck a chord of nostalgia. I had that picture
of Mr Birkinshaw in my scrapbook around 1956-1And Fig 5a, page 44,
also took me back! When I left school at 14 in May 195?, my very first
empioyer was... Fox Photos Ltd, 6 Tudor Street.

From Vaughan Stranger. Weuldstone:
As readers of issue 25 may remember, during the last year or two I
haye been trying to obtain 16mm films containing elements of the BBC's
broadcasts at the Apollo 11 moon-landing. Brian Hemingway's letter on
the subject in issue 26 was actually printed some months after i
obtained two such films from him, one of which is presumably the fi lm
he referred to his letter. I offered both films to Steye Bryant at the EFT;
they haye since been transferred to D3 yideotape, in which format they
are now held in the permanent collection of the NFWA at Berkhamsted.
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The contents of the films mav be of interest to some readers. The
first film is a B+W positive mute print of roughly 16 minutes duration. it
contains four sequences: James Burke demonstrating NASA's
moon-walking simulator {1m 24s); footage from inside the Lunar
Module white en—route to the moon, including a BBC caption (11 m
54s); a clip of James Burke talking to camera in the Apollo 11 studio
{3225), and shots apparently taken from the Lunar Module after landing
but before Neil Armstrong's descent to the surface [2m 2?s)

The second film is a negative with an optical soundtrack — the
latter not noticed by me during my initial inspection of the film! This
12-minute film contains several sequences of Armstrong and Aldrin on
the lunar surface, although regrettav it starts just after Armstrong has
uttered his historic— speech. Several BBC captions are visible and the
audio track includes commentarv from Barnes Burke and Patrick Moore
There is also a short clip of the splashdown at the end of the mission.
Unlike the first film, which contains two sequences unique to the BBC
broadcasts, all of the visual material in the second films derives from
the NASA live feeds, with the exception of the captions.

Both films give the appearance of having been verv hastily
assembled from a master tape, as is indicated bv the presence of
several clumsilv executed edits. I would not be surprised if the films
were produced illegallv. There is certainly no evidence of official BBC
identification anywhere on the films or cons. The picture qualitv
throughout is quite poor, with noticeable line structure particularityr on
the second fiim. However, staff at the NFT’v‘A did manage to improve
the picture quality somewhat compared to an initial video transfer
performed bv Andrew Emmerson. I should record my thanks to
Andrew; his assistance was invaluable. That first video transfer
enabled me to accurate research the films' content, which helped
considerablv in stimulating Steve Bryant's interest.

While the absence of the first film‘s soundtrack and the lack of
anv coverage of Armstrong‘s first steps on the moon in the second is
disappointing, Steve Btvant was verv pleased to receive the films at all
and regarded them as a worthwhile find. it is the BBC's captions,
commentary:F and the short studio sequence which are important, since
thev provide a local and subjective context which the unadorned
NASA footage {all of which exists) obviously cannot.

Nevertheless it is these omissions which provide one of the
principal reasons why I have written this piece. Some months before i
obtained the two films from him, Brian Hemingwav said another Apollo
11 film to a collector, the details of whom he did not retain. Needless to
sav, I am verv keen to learn of the contents of that film, and in
particular to determine whether it fills anyr of the gaps noted above. if
the person concerned, or indeed anyone else who has recordings
derived from the BBC's Apollo 11 transmissions, could get in contact
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with me, I would be most grateful [write to 83' Archery Close,
Wealdstone, iviiddx., HA5 TEX).

I appreciate that many peopie have genuine concerns about
returning missing television recordings to official archives, but I can
assure any interested readers that in this instance the  BFI are very keen
to obtain copies of what is, otter all, possibly unique footage of one of
this century's defining events.

From Marlyn 1il'li‘flor, Port Talbot:
Congratulations on your 435 Aiive magazine. Every time i pick it up
there is always something of interest. Some clubs l have belonged to
don't send out in a year what you manage to fit into one issue. Well
done!

From Keith Bonn. longhton:
I've enjoyed reading issue 2?. On page 5, regarding ITA views,
Croydon channel 9 also had Tower Bridge, the Sphinx on the
Embankment, and a view of The Thames with a barge. Chillerton Down
channel i t  had a view of Corie castle; I saw this one in a television
shop in Salisbury in 1965.

We used to have a magnifier like the one on page 45 tor the Bush
W22 but it didn't come from the Co—Op. The stand was of perspex, not
wood, and the feet curved in at the base, then there were two long
strips of perspex (one each end) that slid underneath the cabinet. The
height-adjusting knob was in the diagram. We didn't have any
problems with this magnifier.

On page 48 my favourite fiim Beauty in Trust was the best article
I've ever seen on this. very wet] written and no mistakes at all.

Some time we’ii have to campiie a master first at these i 354 stiii
picture shoes: iet’s have some contributions and suggestions pieasei
And one at those perspex magnifies turned up here recentig. exactiy
as Keri}: describes. {Editor}

From Poo! Horton. Manchester:
Days Oi Vision — JUEAiive Readers’ Otter.
Many thanks to oil the people who wrote in. The first four postcards
were received from:

Michael Coxan, Derby
Jirn Whiting, Middlesex
Roger Godden, Sheerness
Tim Aicock, Birmingham.

They each received a free copy of Don Taylor’s superb book Days Of
leisrbn.

From John P. Hamilton, London:
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Many thanks for the latest edition and congratulations on reaching
your sixth year. I know it's hard for you, but please don't stop. What
would I read ?

My next piece is about Coot for Cats. The l'W 40th Anniversary
Party was quite a mini-reunion for names associated with the show
including David Baisseau, who directed the very first one in 1955 Joan
Kemp—Welch who really turned it into a hit show and won a
producertDirectors' Guild award {the forerunner of BAFTA} for Best L.E.
show with Coat. her husband Peter Moffatt who worked as S.M. on the
prog before he became a director. Also present was Brian Taylor, the
director who took the show out to the streets of London by doing them
as 06s, Daphne Shadweil, my wife, who had a long stint on it, and
from whom I inherited it in July 1959 until the final programme in Feb
1961. And. of course, the man who presented it, Kent Walton. Not to
mention the former PAs of Sloan, Daphne and myseif and several
technicians who aiso did their bit.

From Tony Carrie. Glasgow:
Richard Bell asks about the original Thames ident. When they took over
from Rediffusion in 1968, the logo was about as simple as you can get —
the word THAMES in white on a black background. No animation. No
music. No frills. it was some months before the London skyline with
Tower Bridge and the dome of St Paul’s first appeared and initially it
was in monochrome. Likewise when LWT started, their ident was the
words london 1Weekend Television in white on black, again mate. The
first animated version — with a revolving stylised laurel wreath in white
on orange - was used for the start of colour in November 1969.

Mark lurkiewicz is evidently on the receiving end of some at a
handful of instrumental tracks which the original owners — Pye Records
— have flogged to death on countless compilation albums ever since.
The Z—Cars recording by Johnny feeling was never used on air in the
BBC police series. This version was the 'hit single'. The transmitted
version was arranged and recorded by Bridget Fry and Fritz Spiegl
and was based on the traditional folk tune Johnny Todd The theme for
Top Secret on the other hand was indeed the Laurie Johnson version of
Sucu Sucu [rather than the Johnny Gregory one), and it accompanied
the Associated Rediffusion series that starred William Franklyn as Peter
Dallas, 9otrick Cargili as Miguel Garetta, and 3am Kydd as Orlando.

Nice to see so many memories sparked by the excellent piece on
Mondays Nemomers in issue 25. I recall first coming across the
programme in 1961 and being hooked thereafter for exactly the some
reasons as Michaei Coxon. Knowing that I wasn't supposed to be
watching made it a l l  the more interesting

is the Arthur Biiss Signatare with Interlude Tune tor'ABC Wthe
over—grandiose thirty-second symphonic arrangement of the notes A, B.
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C that used to come after the 'Picasso card' music, (latterly And so on.
and so on)...? i think it probably is.

And Larry Coalston's recollections of the BBC removing colour
burst to 'mono' pictures prior to the colour launch reminds me of the nv
'coloor strike' in late 1931] when members of ACTT refused to handle
colour signals unless they were paid extra. The result was that the burst
was . suppressed before transmission and IT’v' went back to
monochrome'again for several weeks, including Christmas. But with a
bit of ingenuity and a 4.45MH: generator. all sorts of strange colour
effects could be achieved with the resulting transmitted signal...

Keep those continuity announcers coming! I can tell you from
experience that however complete a list we produce, there will always
be another name to add, since freelance announcers would often do
'the odd shift' on a neighbouring I'W station not always with the
knowledge or consent of their main employers! For example, I
remember doing illicit voice-overs for Channel Television in Jersey
when a strike had paralysed the rest of the ITV Network.

I look forward to reliving the Autumn of 1995 some time around
July, by the way...

From Tony Ciayden, Southgute:
When I was working in the radio trade thirty years ago there was a
range of community antenna accessories sold under the Teleng—Jerrold
name. I know Jerrold is a big manufacturer of these items in the USA
but were the items sold over here in those days imported from Jerrold
or made in the UK under licence?

Front Julian levene. freelance rock 8: roll researcher. 105 Halsbury
Road West. Horlholt. HiddL. U35 III'I' {telt 0131-955 3351!):
I was most interested to learn, via the BFI, of your 405 Alive initiative
and especially that a ‘lost’ 1955 edition of BBC’s Off The Record had
been found as recently as last year. I have been seeking the 21th
March 1958 edition for r'rtany,r many years and within the last decade a
sighting of a VHS copy with all but the opening titles was reported from
south Yorkshire purportedly emanating from an unknown {to me}
source in Norwood. Apparently the anonymous mid—19805 owner died
in 195M and his widow sold her then late husband's entire audio-visual
collection at a West Midlands record fair last year.

My reason for this interest is to find missing footage of the singer
Buddy Holly on British television. Potential programmes would be
BBC-Titr television newsor Tonight; unconfirmed AR-T‘v' CoolIr For Cars,
ATV Sunday Night At The London Palladium, ATV f?) Jack Hylton’s See
You hr Soho — unconfirmed, BBC—W trailer announcement for and
performance in 0:? The Record The tragic BBC destruction card for the
specially (14th March 1958] telerecorded 55tift of combined sound
55mm Holllrickets negative and separate 460ft show copy print is
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dated March 1960. Hopeiuily this does not mean that the canfs) were
not subsequently saved from the skip in St Mary’s Road, Eating or that
a separate print of the entire programme did not survive. One lives in
hope, though as you probably know, silversmiths werelare the prime
scavengers tor such ‘junk', burning the celluloid to extract the nitrate.

Anyone able to help Mr levees, please get in touch aired.

From Malcoim Baird. Canada:
Let me add to the undoubted chorus of thanks which will arise for your
work with 405Affve.

Earlier this month I was in Scotland and while there I talked to
some of the Baird historians at the University at Strathclyde, who are
doing excellent work. continuing with their researches on the Baird
Company and its offshoots. When this work is eventually published it
will put paid to the stereotype of Baird as being stubbornly wedded to
mechanical W and making no contribution to modern systems.

The BBC will be doing a special programme TV 68 celebrating
the éflth anniv. of the first regular high—definition programmes (2nd
November 1956) on .405 lines. I think I can understand the BBC
interest in the ’social' as opposed to technical aspects. But let's hope
the latter does not entirely get swept under the carpet. Developing W
was a long and laborious business. full of ‘human interest' too. i have
just finished a short article on Baird's eventful trip to the USA in 1951, it
will appear in the Bulletin of the N. American section of the Royal
Television Society.

IT MAKES YOU THINK

The reason whyr some people don’t recognise opportunity is because it
often comes disguised as hard work.

The great thing about Ame-tics is the freedom to be offensive-
-— Mire Tmbfe.

We do not see things the may they are but as we are. —fenaisb proved}.

I've read so much about the bad efi'ects of smoking, drinking and sex that
I've decided to give up reading! - Laws Lee.
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BVWS event: important correction
The date of the British Vintage Wireless Society’s vintage television display is
Saturday 2] st September, not the Sunday following. The venue is unchanged.

Plug is pulled at television shop
One of Oxfordshire's oldest established radio. television and electrical shaps
is closing down- joint directors john and Philip Lay of john E. Lay of Didcot.
are retiring and the premises in Broadway will be taken over by Clothes for
Children. For some years the brothers have continued to run one of a
shrinking number of local shape in an industry now dominated by national
chains.

john E Lay was started as a 'hobby business' by their late father in
farm buildings at West Hagb0urne in I921 The history of due business.
which moved to Didcot in I935, spans the history of television. in [933 the
firm was advertising “the first effective television demonstrations” in the
district. john, T4, and Philip. 6?. whose badtgrounds include working with
radar in the services, recalied that just before the Second World War
television sets cost between £60 and {IUD retail. Customers crowded into
the upstairs workshops to wimess the first ‘commercial' television pictures in
the town in I955.

The brothers say they have mixed feeling about their retirement. but
say it is a job to keep up with rapid changes in the industry. Their staff of four
are going on to other iobs or retiring.

[From the Oxford Mail, December I995; contributed by Tony Statl'IamJ

Lost series rediscovered
Seven 15-minute episodes of the lost i952 crime anthology T'v' series. 'l‘feet
the Victim.“ have been released on home video by producer John Potter. The
gritty series. filmed on urban streets. was syndicated nation-wide during the
early years of the Golden Age of Television. The home video is made from
the original ifimm prints. carefully restored and transferred to video. The
two-hour collection may be purchased for $9.95 plus $4.50 shipping inside
USA.
Contact:

john Potter Productions
35 McKinley Ave, Apt. IE
Hawdtorne. NJ. DTSDE

USA.
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EMERGENCY WARD 5!
As the launch of new UK terrestrial broadcaster Channel 5 approaches.
programme commissions are already underway. Excelsior Froductions.
fronted by Richard Bates and previously responsible for such successes as A
Touch Of Frost and The Darling Buds ofMay. have secureda deal to remake The
Lorkins and Emergency Word it}. These two early AW series still have a high
name—profile. and Richard Bates believes that The Larkins can he a new
cost-effective sitcom.

The British Film Institute have also been approached to provide
considerable access to the early years of Channel 4's own programming from
the eighties. which Channel 5 hepes to repeat. They hold the master
material on behalf of Channel 4. which has no formal programmes archive of
its own. [Chris Pen-v. Kaleidoscope News]

TILL DEATH US DO PART RE-DISCOVERY
industry sources have confirmed that a private collector has contacted the
BBC to discuss the return of a previously-missing episode of Till Death Us Do
Port. Believed to be called “Two Toilets...That's Posh“ from the first season;
the 16mm monochrome telerecording is in perfect condition with a sharp
printed image

The episode begins with Alf Garnett being desperate for the toilet. but
his loo has broken. Next door refuses to let him inside their house. so he
jumps in a taxi and goes in search of a toilet.

Christine Slatterv‘. from the BBC Archives. has subsequently revealed
that the episode is acttelly ‘Aif's Dilemma’. With no on-screen titles for the
series. the BBC had to consult original scripts to identify the episode. it is 2!
minutes long which means that about 4 minutes has been cut from the print
The print was destined for overseas use and most ofthe cut material is of a
racist nature, which would have offended many potential viewers. The print
will be returned in February. alongside three other items: a l962 Benny Hid
Show. Nightcap (an edition from the earlv l96lls late-night music series) and a
l955 appearance of Max Bygraves and Archie Andrews. [Chris Perry.
Kaleidoscope News]

ANOTHER FRENCH FIRM ACQUIRES LUMIERE
industry sources finally confirmed in late Februaryr that ECG. another French
multi-media conglomerate. has purcl'osed Lumiere Films. Lumiere are the
current copyright holders of the ABC Television Archive and rumours have
persisted for some months that if the company' were sold. the archive would
move to France. After a slit-dayr financial study. sources have confirmed that
the Archive is likely to remain at Pinewood Studios. because the Archive is
heavily in profit Lumiere Video is expected to close. since only the Avengers
pro-recordeds have shown a profitable stance. [Chris Perry. Kaleidoscope
News]
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405 IS ON THE ‘NEI'!
Thanks to our friends at Kaleidoscope 4-05 Alive now has a presence on the
Internet You can see our page at

httpflim serve. cambpetfirdlkaleidosflflSaliam
and there is plenty of other fascinating information on old television there as
well. If you have access to the Internet do take a look‘!

DISNEY BACK AT ALLY PALLY
Disney came to Alexandra Palace on i October 1995. Not the man himself,
but due satellite channel that bears his name. The Paiace was used to iaund1
the new television channel due to the fact that the two have a long association
going hack to the days of pre-war television. Through the British distributor
Levy. the Walt Disney company supplied the fledgling service with Mickey
Mouse films. it was one of these, Midtey's Eda Premiere, that was the iast item
to he seen on pre-war screens. Thoughtfully it was also one of the first items
to he seen post-war.

The event was very well attended. being invitation-only. The whole of the
West Hall had the feei of Disneyworld about it. There were dancers. Disney
characters. larger-than-life television sets, where you could stand inside and
have your photograph taken with a Disney character. Food and drink were
constantly available; at one point I was approached by two young ladies both
carrying trays of champagne. what more could one ask for!

Everyd1ing was gearing up for the big ‘switch-on’ at 6.30pm. when the
Disney Channel would beam into homes capable of receiving satellite
television. A family won the competition to help Mickey 8: Minnie Mouse pull
the big, brightly coloured switch to the ‘on’ position. _ A big countdown
ensued, widi all those present shouting at the tops of their voices. As
eve-yone got to 'zero’ those present on the stage threw the switch to the ‘on'
position, and that was it, yet another satellite channel took to the airwaves.

[Simon Vaughan, Adenandra Palace Television Society]

TV MONEY FOUND!
After many years of being in existence. but not really achieving anything, the
Alexandra Palace Television Trust has now received a grant from the
Foundation for the Arts and for Sport of £1 IfiDfl to carry out a feasibility
study on the South-east wing, with a view to setting up a 'living museum'
within the old studios.

During E915 a group of volunteers cleared the studios of the junk that had
been dumped in them. and Studio A was used to display the various pieces of
television equipment that had been stored around the Palace. mostly in the
old Teierecording room in the basement.

The Alexandra Palace Management then decided that the ground floor
was 'unsafe' and have prevented any member of the public to enter the old
transmitter halls. preview theatre. etc.

The Television Trust has as its Trustees people who have a strong in-
terest in preserving the television history of this country. John Trenouth, the
Curator of Television. from the Nationai Museum of Photography, Film 3:
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Television, in Bradford, Simon Vaughan, Archivist of A.PIS., Clive Wotle, Dr
Roger-Driscoll. to name but a few. Both Ton}! Bridgewater and Dallas Bower
are consultants to the Trust;

Plans for the television museum were drawn up after the I980 fire. which
destroyed most of the Palace, with the exception of the South-east wing and
the old Victorian theatre.

Once the feasibility study has been carried out, during the next I 2
months, a bid will he made to the Millennium Commission, for a gent from
the National Lottery. ltis plannedto recreate StudioAas itwas duringd'te
period l936— l939, while Studio B will be called the Baird Memorial Studio, and
will have the original Baird Intermediate Film Camera, positioned, as it was, in
the bay-window that iutted out into the studio.

Both the museum at Bradford and the Museum of Moving Image have
agreed to lend, on a permanent basis, exhibits the}r have stored in
warehouses. Part of the museum will include an Archive section, where
researchers will he able to study the histo of television, it: is planned that:
the A.P.T.S. Archive holdings will form the basis for this archive collection -—
where better for the A.P.T.S. memorabilia to go, than back to the building
where it originated, all those years ago! [Simon Vaughan. Alexandra Palace
Television Society]

And now, more good news with an Alexandra Palace
connection...

Exclusive:
Baird's Camera Found!
Dicky Hewett reports err on historic discovery

The camera that John Logie Baird used in his Intermediate Film System
at Alexandra Palace in 1956 has been discovered in Manchester.

The story begins when Gordon Sharp-layF {one time Granada Television
engineer} indicated to me in March at 1995 that a late friends widow
had for disposal a collection of movie camera ‘bits and pieces‘. Gordon
wondered whether any of it would be of interest to me. 1 said that I only.'
really collected eat-television equipment, but Gordon replied that his
old friend had worked for many years as head at telecine (and also tor
a while in the maintenance department] at Granada TV and some of
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the camera equipment had a television connection. How very true that
statement turned out to be...

Later, Garden inspected the movie camera equipment and mentioned
that one of the cameras [albeit dismantled} was a lémm Vinten Made!
'H‘ circa 1955 with a four-lens turret and a LUGUft film magazine. This
sounded unusual, but intriguinglv like something f had heard of.

Research proved that the “men Model H camera as a type was only
made as a 55mm professional studio machine with a three-lens turret
and the usual 4flflft film magazine. So what on earth was this Model H
doing with the wrong number of lenses, the wrong sized magazine and
indeed the wrong film gauge? in fact the only four-lens turret 1,0{JUft
magazine camera that l cauid think of was the famous Baird
Intermediate Film camera (made in 1956 bv Vintens} but that was
1?.5mm gauge and not 16mm.

To check furtherl rang Bill 1v‘inten {son of the company founder} and put
to him the facts as known. He expressed some doubt as to whether this
camera was the actual Baird machine. However, he then recounted
the tale of how his father, William Vinten, had in 195? reclaimed the
1?.5mm Intermediate camera from Baird {William Vinten visited
Alexandra Palace and made an excuse about the camera needing an
'urgent‘ averhaui) once it became apparent that Baird had lost the
television race. Also the Baird companvr was rumoured to be heading
for bankruptcy and it appears that the camera hadn‘t actually been
paid for! (This story is recalled also in the recent book Images of
Success, the histarvr of the Vinten companv). Bill 'v'inten added that his
father subsequently had re—converted the 1?.5mm camera to 16mm!

It was now looking more likely that this particular ‘v'inten Model H
modified camera was indeed the actual Baird machine. What an
exciting discovervr if it was! This very camera would have been used in
Studio B at Alexandra Palace filming programmes from a fixed position
and then transmitting 54 seconds later via 'flving spot' telecine an
almost instant television' image. Also, this particular Model H camera
would have needed an  outlet slot somewhere at the rear to enable the
film, once exposed, to enter the developing tanks.

A week or two later Gordan Sharplev skilfully assembled the Model H
camera and gave it a. thorough inspection. He confirmed that this
camera (which is in verv good condition, albeit now painted black)
had indeed a special 'autlet‘ slat [rear base), now covered by a
removable plate, fitted when the 17.5mm camera had been
re-canverted to 16mm. Another clue was the inscribed serial number 54
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Wintens had sold at least 50 Model H cameras by 1955} and a prefix
BI. {for Baird Television?).

Bill Vinten has since confirmed that there can be littie doubt that this
camera is indeed the actual Baird machine, given the facts and also
the unique manufacture. It is highly unlikely that there would have been
two {or more] of these Model H cameras with apertures in the bottom,
four—lens turrets and 1,000 ft magazines.

The subsequent history [post 195?) of the camera has yet to be fully
ascertained. Bill Vinten says that he used the very same Baird 'v'inten H
camera in its 16mm incarnation past—war at Elstree. Bill was, at the
time, working as a cameraman for Gaumont-British making low-cost
films for children. Other indications concerning the use of this camera
are slowly emerging but'these, it must be said, are mostly informed
guesses. One idea is that the camera was used latterly by Mancunian
Films of Manchester in their Dickenson Road studios (Subsequently
bought by the BBC in 1954}. But as I say, the post—Baird history of this
camera is still mostly speculation.

Gordon Sharpley told the present author that his erstwhile friend had
no apparent inkling of the true nature of what he possessed, [and
neither did his widowl} He collected the various cameras'and bits of
movie hardware only for their intrinsic value — their mechanical beauty.

Tragically, Gordon Sharpley himself died in October of fast year,
leaving the fate of Baird Vinten H camera in something of a limbo. As
has been stated, Gordon didn‘t own the camera {he was only
assembling and looking after it). At the time of writing the precise
whereabouts and status of the camera is unclear. {The present author
was due to visit Gordon Sharpley — to inspect and photograph the
'v'inten H camera -— but ISwordon died two days prior to the visit).

Concurrent to Gordon Sharpley’s reconstruction of the camera, a local
solicitor acting entirely for the benefit of the camera's owner got wind
of this 'historic find' and has since garnered an  estimated value for the
camera of £4,000. Whether this figure is a realistic 'asking price', only
time will tell. Recently, one unidentified individual offered £2,000 for
the camera. It can also be reported that Vinten Broadcast Ltd was
asked if they were interested in buying the camera at the £4,000 price
tag. For various reasons, lv‘intens have since declined to purchase.

Of course, the only right and proper place for this unique Vinten H
camera is in the British National Collection. But these days all museums
have to rigorously iustify costs. Even for a worthy item such as Baird's
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tDOIs a priceIntermediate Film Camera, i is utmost certain that £4,030
high.

the flesh!file camera -
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Photos from 1wideo stills of the recently discovered Baird
intermediate film camera.

I and 2: The four~lens turret and film magazine.
3 and 4: Aperture for the 1?.5mm film to exit below the
camera and enter the deveioPing tanks (photos Dicky Hewett).
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REVIEW ED FOR YOU
From the Palace to the Grove, by Michael Barry.

yal Television Society, Pap-aback, £4315 (shag 01 Fit—43d 10M to check postage
).

In January 1933, Michael Barry, a newly appointed producer, approached the BBC's
polished bronze doors of Alexandra Palace. Michael recalls in his illuminating book
that together with producers like Desmond Davies, Royston Morley and George More
o* Ferrell, they were truly pioneers. There was no Head of Television Drama for many
years, hence no clear guidance, no direct lead given — it was up to the individual.
Indwd, be likened those days to the licence given to privateers of an earlier period to
chart routes where none existed. Someone afler all had to find a way, and it led to
heady exhilaralien. What chance such a term being heard in drama departments in the
early nineties?

The thirties’ practice at Alexandra Palace of producingtheatre and radio scripts did
not satiny Michael. 1While today we can enjoy skilfirl translation of 'classics' in seasons
like Perjhmumce mounted by the BBC, theatre plays are neva'theless not
appropriate to the screen and certainly not the three-act West End plays then in
fashion. Michael wrestled with this new problem. His chapter on the nature of the
theatre play in relation to the needs of the screen expresses for me this issue more
clearly than ever before.

This book is an'invaluahle record of the period, always expressed on a personal
level, making it very readable. For this reason the chronology is not always certain; I
would have valued an index. The titles and cast lists of some shay Michael Barry
productions are given; production stills also catch the period flavour.

[Condensed with acknowledgement, from a review by David Rose in Television, the
journal of the Royal Television Society]

Birth of the Box, by Ian Sinclair
Sigma Press, 1995

This well-printed book of nearly 208 pages is by an author whose name is familiar to
readers of the technical monthly magazines. It is a solidly bound paperback of A5 size
and is profirseiy illustraied with relevant diagrams and photographs. Typographic
errors have been carefully eliminated horn this latest ‘history’ but, regrettably, errors
of fact abound. Under no circumstances should this work be used for refa'ence
purposes in regard to persons, places or events.
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The author claims to have consulted Abrarnson’s Elston; of Tetadston and
Bruce Norman‘s Here's Looking at You in compiling this volume, but none of 'the
numerous errors committed occur in those two refea'ence works. A few esamples
irmnediately obvious in a quick first reading will suffice.

The pre-war US.  system (#41 lines) becomes 525 lines. The BairdlBBC
SID—line system becomes 32 lines: the low-definition studios at Long Acre,
Broadcasting House, and Portland Place, are magically transported to the Crystal
Palace, starting four years before I.L. Baird signed the lease; the BBC's 2L0
transmissions from Selfiidges and Broolnnan's Park are also transferred to the Crystal
Palace, as is the odd event at Alexandra Palace situated miles away; Ray Herbert is
promoted to 1L. Baird's I'only assistant in 1940, a position he is unlikely to add to his
published CV!

Verdict: nice pictures, pity about the editing!

{Review by Doug Pitt, first published in the newsletter of the Narrow Band Television
Association]

illiam Tell: The Legend Begins
I'I'C Video, £13.99 VHS cassette

Well , at long last, the video that all (or most) vintage television hofi's have been
waiting for — a double tape set of liltmn Tell. These old monochrome shows that
werefilmed in the 1ll’elsh mountains inthe winter of 195753 are well worth seeing all
over again and are far superior to that awful imitation that was screened in most {TV
regions duringthe ‘wec small hours’ in recentyears.

Anyway, the first tape starts with the pilot episode. The Enmeroris Shot sets
thepacefiartherestofthe seriesanddepicts the l'amonslegendinwhichapeasant
named William Tell forms a resistance movement and fights against the evil Gesslm.
Oddly enough, this is followed by episode 29, entitled The Raid and then episode T,
Ilse Asses-sins, in which guest stars Edwin Richfield and Alfred Marker oablr'e Eye)
Burke feature as the villains of the-title.

Tape 2 begins with an action-packed episode called The Hanages in which a
young James Booth makes anappearance. Thiswasthe second progrannne shown on
television and I can’t understand why they are not presented in numerical sequmce on
this tape. Still, it’s entertaining. InIMhfle {episode 13), Tell comes face to face with
his villainous ‘double’ and Wilfi'id Brambell appears as a mitty peasant. Finally Fraser
Hines offloetar W and Easter-dale Faint guests in episode 16, Boy Slaves, in which
Tell tries to do a deal with Gessler, although Tell is unarmed.

REGULAR CAST
William Tell - Conrad Phillips
Hedda Tell — Jennifm Jayne
Walter Tell — Richard Rogers
Gesslm — Willmtghby Goddard

An Incorporated Television Programme Co. Ltd. Production
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[This review was submitted by Alan Keeling many moons ago and if nothing else,
demonstrates that all contributions surface to the top of the pile evartually! Sorry for
the delay]

Jeff Might tests your memory

Norman Vaughan. the man who grew on you
Norman Vaughan leapt to stardom in January 1962 when he took over
from Bruce Forsyth as host at Sunday Night At the tendon Patfadr'um
when Bruce was ordered to rest.

He was terrified; ‘l was paralysed with nerves with the thought
at twenty million viewers watching me.‘

And it was from this nervousness that his legendary catch
phrases "swinging" and  "dodgy" sprung. It was just something to say
at rehearsais and it caught on; it was never planned.

Like most overnight stars. Norman had been around a tong time.
He was 54 when he took over at the Palladium and had first appeared
on television in 1954.

Norman did over 103 SNATLP shows and left the series in June
1965. Jimmy Tarbuck was the  next host.

His fame led to a tong running commercial tor Cadbury‘s Roses
chocoiates. For five years he had roses growing al l  over him

But soon "Whatever happened to Norman Vaughan?" stories
began to appear. TV’s instant fame was whipped away: no teliy work
= no success. He  was intact doing very nicely as a straight actor until
19]? and came back to the TV studio with the Garden Shot. This time
taking over from Bob Monkhouse as the host of the Sunday evening
live game show.

He suddenly disappeared tram that show in September 1933
when a bomb scare cleared the studio just before his fareweil to the
show. An emergency pre-recorded edition was run instead.

The game shoe Buttseye was his next: success. but this t ime not as
presenter but as creator of the form, and that one's stitl on the ‘achieI
ten years later. Smashing. Super. Great.
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BEWARE 7:45 FIE/Vb WITH THE
KITCHEN ECIEEGRE’
Bernard King relates a sorry tale...

“It
/’ £12.! "I“//  li’ '/ '

The story related on pages 34 & 35 of issue 26, of the theft of a 3fl—line Baird
Televisor made unpleasant but essential reading! For me it not only warned of the
dangers ofthe corrupt soeiety inwhieh we now live, it also served as a rmninder of an
awfiil incident concesning one of the old Televisor sets. It is well known that John
Logie had premises at the south end of the bygone Crystal Palace. Possibly as a tenant
of my sister’s involvement at Baird’s in Long Acre, my eldm brother, Eric, gained
employment with the Baird company at Crystal Palace up to the time of the great fire
in Novembm' 1936.

Ihadthe pleasuretovisittheBaird premisesasamere boy of l iatthefimeofthe
Silver Jubilee in May 1935. It was not a tour of the studios, me, although that would
have been very acoeptabie, but the privileged opportunity ofi'ered to families of the
staff to ascend the South Tower on Jubilee night to witness the lighthlg—up of the
nation-wide bonfires, many of which were — in theory —— visible from the top of the

tower. In fat, the evening was misty and there wasn't a damn thing to be seen beyond
a couple of miles!

Manyofstafi'and theirfamilies turnedup thateveoing to enjoythe filo andby thetime

we had made the somewhat spooky climb to the top of the South Tower it was getting

quite congested on the balcony at the top. (I heard someone mumble something about
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the balcony only being safe for a small number of people but no-one seemed to
bother?) There was not, of course a lift to aid our ascent; instead we climbed what
could be desm'bed as a spiral staircase except that it mapped itself around the central
brick-built chimney. FIoor-by-floor, we climbed the eleven storeys to the top in the
fading evening light and 1 can rmnember being struck by the desolate appearance of
each of the successive floors, all looking exactly like the other but each one gloomy
and completely empty. They were circular and quite vast rooms but seemingly with
absolutely no propose whatsoever.

At the top we could well: around the balcony except where the aerial structures wm'e
placed; a great wooden device quite unlike the later metallic structures of modern
times. But all this wondrously impressive building was to witness a vast change about
1% months later for; although the South Tower survived the fire of late '36, the Baird
association with Crystal Palace was very much reduced. And it was this fire disaster
that waste lead to afitrther disaster at the outbreak ofWorld War II, which had an
even more impressive effect on this teen-age lad!

My elder brother reported to the Baird premises the following morning — what there
waslelt—to ascertainhisandthe company's future. Atthattime scmeTVreccivers
had been put out to stafl' members for the purpose of 'assessment of programme
reception‘. In fact, it was probably a way of saving storage space at Crystal Palace! As
both my Ether and my Baird—employed sister had taken part in 3fl-line tests, it seemed
somehow appropriate that a till-line Televisor set should reside in die house. {Both
Dad and my sister, Connie, had been err—opted around 1929 as these two family
members were involved in Dad‘s concert party. They could perform their'comedy and
songs 'on the cheap' which admirably suited the scant resources of the Baird company
have.)

When brother Eric made his appearance at the Baird premises on that depressing
'day—aflm'; be reported that a BID-line Televisor was at our Tooting home. The
response was not unexpected — 'Torget it! It’s 1written off in the fire!!" And so
Televisor No. 39‘? became part of the King houseboldl!

But if only that glorious situation could have been allowed to last! By 1939 war was
very much the topic ofthc day and, along with other war preparations, there was the
issue of Anderson air-raid shelters; those corrugated iron sheds set half—way into the
ground. Bythe timewegot our shelta‘atflreoutbrealrofthe war, Iwas  amere 16
years old and certainly not of a state of maturity to have acquired an awareness of
preservation of artefaets for the firture. But the horrific incident that followed
converted me into a very caring preservationist; a state of mind which remains with me
to this day!

The Anderson shelters were duly installed by the local council but in the crudest and
most basic form. My Dad always had a talent for improvisation, due I suppose to
alwayshavingto make dowithverylittle—he calledit'falringthingsup’. Thenewair
raid shelter ofi'ered untold opportunities to Dad for his finely honed 'art'- (He had been
in the trenches in WW1 as a Company Sergeant Major so had gainedan 'A'-level in
Muck and Eullets.’} His idea was to *l'urnish‘ the shelter with as many home comforts
as he could contrive; including shelves and a door over the opening. It was all done in
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the best tradition of‘WWI trenches This ambitious 'dcvelopment programme‘ called for
pieces of metal for 'the fabrication of brackets, etc, and then it happened“ His
inventive eves fell on the Baird Televisorl !!

Strangely, evenatthatvosng age, [instinctively realisedthatthe TVsetwasgoingto
be historic one day and pleaded with him not to use it for his mundane modifications.
But to no avail! My ‘deai’ Iiltadti}r took the heavy kitchen scissors and cut up the
ahnninium Televisor casing for his lntastlyr brackets, etc., items which coflld have been
easily contrived fi'om cake or tofl‘ee tins.

Folks, if gm: have dared to read this so far, I can only add that will find the smelling
salts in the medicine chest! I did manage to rescue the restraining pelts but even some
of those were stolen in a break—in hi 1942. The ironyr is that only a few weeks after that
diabolical vandalism, Dad decided we would move fi'om Toothlg to Hampton 1Wick.

Hardly anvusewasgainedfrom those metal parts.

What eventually sunrived went, quite recently, to responsible, legitimate Baird
anhnsiasts who are restorationists. I am glad to report that the sm'viving parts were
actually set—up and made to work againwith atesl’: signal. Havingtoldthis awfitl true
storyr I shall retire to lie down in a darkened room!

Still pining for the lost TElElFISOIt Ho. 39?. the writer produced
this quarter-scale model in 1936.
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FLAIHBACK TO 935/35

Bernard fling continues:
Now, on to the BAIRD test card. Ray Herbert and I have fully exploited
the possibilities at this grainy item. The original was taken in 1955 or 36,
shortly before the Crystal Paiace fire by my elder brother, Eric, during
one at him lunch—time breaks. He had bought himseli one of the tiny
Ensign toiding cameras and was looking for anything around Baird's
and the CP grounds which he could photograph to try out his new
camera.

He spotted the test card through an open dDDi', under a spot light, and
photographed it. just in time ior the 1936 Tefetfsion in the Home'
exhibition at the Royal Festival Hall on the South Bank, and prior to the
opening of MOM], E did the best I could to reconstruct the test cord and
the result was shown at the Tefewision In i'he Home exhibition. Thanks
to Ray Herbert it was also reproduced on page 15? of the Royal
Teleyision Society book Sermons, Soap a! Teieyfsion {1988).
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rue uranium sxstrrtmswr e
an aurora srorw
Cy Young reveals what's known

Over the last few years there have been various accounts of the line
systems being developed in parallel with the marketing of wide-screen
television. Yet the transmitting of high definition images, comprising
any number from 625 to 5,000 lines, was a reality in Britain more than
40 years ago; it was the first serious attempt to reconcile film and
television methods of production. In the early 19505, experiments in
achieving a synthesis between the rival media initially concentrated on
devising ways t o  project television broadcasts onto cinema theatre
screens.

[n 1951 Norman Coliins, lately Controller of Television for the BBC, had
formed a company named High Definition Fiims Limited, with the
participation of Rank, British Lion and Pye — distributors oi cinema
features and manufacturers of television sets in an unlikely alliance. By
May oi 1952 a demonstration film, based on a 625—line electronic
standard, had been completed and shown. Although it was of good
enough technical quality to project onto a theatre screen, henceforth
the new system would only be considered for broadcasting on
television. Even so, because oi the BBC's uncompromising adherence to
live studio drama and outside broadcasts, it was not until the arrival of
UV in the autumn oi WES that recorded programmes become
commonplace on British domestic screens. '

Throughout 1954 technical publications and newspapers monitored the
i-IDF experiments at Highbury Studios {previously used by 1 Arthur
Rank to make B movies and religious ieatures), where the enterprising
Harry Alan Towers was gearing up to supply British commercial
television with economically-mode programmes on film. On ITV's first
Sunday, 25th September 1955, he suppiied ATV with 50 minutes worth
of Donald Woiiit— re-creating Sergeant Buzfuz from "The Pickwick
Papers"; the dramatised episode BARDELL v. PICKWICK became the
iirst of a series of television playlets that would air under the generic
title iheorre Raye! in the months ahead. Although presented in TV
fibres as live transmissions, all 59 had actually been pre-iilmed using
the High Definition process.
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The secret of HDF was in the use of a closed'circuit system, via which
images generated on television studio monitors were directly filmed. A
35mm motion picture camera was lined up to photograph the main
screen in the programme director's control room, on which appeared
the entire performance; in other words, a live and continuous
production staged for three electronic cameras — with shot changes
made in the normai way by a vision mixer — was sirnuttaneously
registered on negative film stock. The result was the equivaient of an
edited cinema feature.

Essentiaily this was the method already being used by the BBC to
record television dramas tor a second broadcast, but with one
important difference. BBC teierecordings were derived from the picture
as transmitted on the 4BB—line standard, whitst the HDF system had
access to a picture undiluted by the demands of actual transmission.
Broadcast television was always subject to limitations of bandwidth,
and to the need for cable repeater stations to disseminate its live
programmes nation-wide; beyond this loomed the cost to viewers at
purchasing new sets that could receive a standard of more than 435
lines.

None of these inhibitions appiied to the High Definition studios at
Highbury. Since the television signal only had to travel from camera to
monitor within the same building, there were no external technical
limitations to prevent the generation of a 1,5[tD-line image. This was
quite enough for HDF's telerecordings to equal the sharp resolution of
55mm teatures being made at studios like Pinewood; although with
characteristic hype, Harry Alan Towers announced that he wouid be
using a 3,BBU-Iine standard. With Norman Collins he gathered together
a nucleus of hand—picked talent, most at which inevitably had to be
poached from the BBC

On 1st October 1955 Desmond Davis, one of the producers recruited
iron'r the Corporation, directed a George Bernard Shaw adaptation for
AWs weekend drama slot IV Pfayhouse. Pubiicised in TV .Mrirror
magazine as a 66 minute film shot in only 5 days tor a mere £5,000,
MAN OF DESTINY exemplified the advantages of HDF production. After
rehearsals, every scene was completed in one take; and the cast
(inciuding James Donald as Napoleon) appreciated the rare
opportunity to deliver a sustained performance, without the breaks and
interruptions of conventional film making.

Since the originai rarson d‘étre tor High Definition Films was to devise a
quick, economical method of turning out movies for theatrical
exhibition, it was iiiuminoting to discover that in September at 1954
Davis had been hired by producer ‘v'ictor Hanbury for a one-off shoot
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that achieved this original purpose —- in a roundabout way. Hanbury
was preparing to make a filmed Til series called THE ADVENTURES OF
AGGIE at Nettlefold Studios, with Hollywood actress Joan Shawlee in
the title role. it happened that one of the 25—minute episodes was to
take place entirely in a West End hotel, and so ‘Ilictar Hanbury decided
to move production to Highbury where it could be 'filmed" in a single
day via HDF's unique facilities.

In May 1955 a l5-minute supporting feature BORN FOR TROUBLE was
distributed theatrically in Britain. According to the Monthly Frlm Balletln
review, this was "an episodic, Til-style crime melodrama" in which
fashion buyer Aggie Anderson ran up against design pirates,
counterfeiters, and a mad strangler, in Paris, Berlin and London
respectively. With Davis credited as the sole director BORN FOR
TROUBLE seems to have aroused no suspicion that at least one of the
stories was a high grade telerecording rather than conventionally
produced film. Four months later, Desmond Davis and others would be
supplying the new lT’v“ companies with scores of what - in a l l  but name
— were the first British-made Til movies.

The bonanza for Harry Alan and 'Highbury Towers', as his studios were
popularly known, anticipated the famous remark made later about an
l'l'il contract being a "licence to print moneyft and in those early, golden
days of commercial television this really seemed to  be true. However,
in June of 1956 there was a change in the companies' attitude towards
pro-filmed drama with the announcement that Associated Redifiusion
and Granada Television intended to abandon film because the
average costs were quadruple those for a live studio production;
although it should be emphasised that A-R's experience had been with
filmed plays made at Shepperton Studios on traditional lines, and. not
the revolutionary HDF system.

lt‘lhen actor John Clements production company therefore ceased
fi lming classics l ike ibsen's THE WILD DUCK for AWs International
llteatre slot, Harry Alan Towers moved in; but his 90-minute version of
James Bridle‘s THE ANATOMIST (with Alistair Sim repeating his stage
role as Doctor Knox) was filmed conventionally at British National's
refurbished Elstree studios, not at i-lighbury.

lhe l-llgn Definltlon Ftlms experiment was over before lt ltacl reallyr got
up steam, anoIr til anyone reacting tltls artlcle knows exactly why lt all
ended so abnrptly - and mysteriously - do wrlte. Meanm‘tlle,
researches contlnue. See also Dr'c'ky Hewett’s artlcle later ln tltls lssoe —
A Flslt to the Pan and fill Man.
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BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES-
Dicky Hunt! investigates a spa! afteievrsian trickery

In issue 26 of the estimable 4:35 Alive, Jim Pople cautions correctly against
rash disseminating of unsubstantiated "facts” concerning the early history of
television. He suggests we wait _for future authoritative' publications such
as that now being researched by the filexandra Palace Television Society.

Jim PopIe's philosophy has merit and doubtless any forthcoming fiP‘I‘S
publication will prove extremely interesting. But unfortimately, this too will
inevitan contain small errors, misunderstandings and perhaps a spot or
two of sheer fantasy. The problem here is the human factor.

Even those very important workers on the spot [I include here myself as an
actual humble 19605 BBCtv person] can sometimes confuse rumour with
fact, relate spurious incidents or even forget where exactly they were on a
given date thirty years ago! filter all, we television employees were only
doing a job of work at the time, not partaking in some grand foresight of
historical remembrance!

These days, for as poor toilers amidst the archives, programme and
technical logs {if they exist} are invaluable. Also photographs, recordings
and films. When I research my articles for 405 Alive and others I use as
many sources as possible and cross-refer. This method is not infallible.
also, I set great store by the use of photographic evidence and films which
can help to expose an incorrect statement or reinforce a true one.

But photographs and films can mislead horribly. For example, photographs
can he incorrectly captioned or cropped at a vital spot. its for films.
Well, one interesting example of the producer's skill at deception [which I
discovered only recently] can be found during Richard Cawstou's
prise-winning documentary film of 1959, This Is The BBC. This highly
entertaining — and now fascinating -— record of a broadcasting organisation
much changed contains a sequence featuring Rudolph Cartier directing
Mother Courage with Flora Robson and a studio full of Marconi MIC 11]
cameras.

Early in the film we see a shot of the exterior of Lime Grove Studios. Next
comes a close-up of a street sign 'Lime Grove W122 then another sign which
reads 'BBCtv Studios’. The viewer is left in no doubt that this is the BBUs
Lime Grove studios. The next shot is of lighting being lowered from a studio
ceiling and various shots of scenery and props, including a cart, all being
positioned on the studio floor. Later in the film we return to the sign stating
'BBCtv Studios‘ and then we out again to the previously seen studio floor
with its sets, cameras and that cart.

We then cut to Rudolph Cartier in the gallery directing the play. More shots
follow with cameras and actors lining up and rehearsing. 1F«Very entertaining.
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For years I believed what I was seeing. For years i had assumed that the
busy studio scene I was watching was at Lime Grove. Not so. Careful
observation reveals that this studio is in fact dear old Riverside One, two
miles down the road at Hammersmith!

I can understand why Richard l[Jawston included Riverside fine in his film.
The BBC was very proud of that studio. It was the first 'eustom designed'
BBC studio and in the film looked very smart with its Marconi cameras and
fighting, its sleek production and control gallery. [Riverside One was
Rudolph Cartier' s favourite BBC tv studio. Cartier liked working there, not
only for its size - 6,000 sq ft — but also for its Marconi Mk 111- image
orthicon cameras, which produced pictures that travelled better to the home
receiver}.

It was probably editing expediency, and not a deliberate deception, that
juxtaposed the 'Riverside’ scenes with the 'Lirne Grove’ exterior. also, at
that time, viewers would have been quite familiar with the concept of Lime
ve' as a BBC establishment [The Grove Family etc]. Lime Grove was of
course BBC Television’s headquarters and not many would have heard of
Riverside. Indeed, in pure photographic terms the neural exterior of
Riverside was —- and is — very unprepossessing, looking more like the back
end of a bus garage. 0n the other hand Lime Grove had the robust
appearance and clean lines of the film-studio that it  was.

Still who cared‘iI It was a filmafic falsehood nonetheless and very cleverly
executed. However it is something that today could continue to mislead
researchers. Hardly an earth-shattering deception, but still a small fracture
that has now been repaired. All the more important too, to correctly
establish the history of the place, considering that Lime Grove Studios have
since been headlessiy demolished. I hope I have demonstrated that such
artful pitfalls can only serve to illuminate the problem of researching the
‘hue' history of television.

Research sources:
BBC Television —A British Engineering Adrievement. BBC ,I9SB.
Television By Design. Richard Levin. The Bodley Head, i961.
Sowid and Vision Broadcasting. The Harconi Co. Magazine, Spring I959.
This is The BBC. Film by Richard Cawston. BBCtv'Film Unit. 1959.
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A VISIT TO THE PAN AND TILT MAN
Dicky Howett toiks to innowtice teievision

industry pioneer Biii Wnten {and ooincidentoiix,
throws some more iigirt on tire
story of High Definition Films ltd)

Bill Vinten is the man who invented the unique 1ii’illten M]: 1]] pan and tilt head. This

fact might not mean much to the ordinary citizm], but television industry veterans have

much to thank Bill Vinten for. It was he and his company who introduced, in the

mid-195m, correctly designed and ergonomically firnctioning television studio camera.

mounts. Things that actually worked and made life just a bit easier!

Since refirment, for the past 12 years, Bill ten and his wife have lived in the rural

splendour of their Pith century home near Bury St Edmunds, Sufl'olk. Bill’s home

boasts a huge and ancient barn that has been sympathetically converted into a

workshop. The barn houses lathes and timber ranting tools. Bill is now turning eight

Dutch Elms (felled due to disease) into exquisite furniture for the family. The barn

provides also shelter for a ping-pong table, a church organ, two classic cars, a clutch of

motor cycles and, shrouded in dust sheets, a few items of veteran Vhiten camera

equipment. 1When the mood takes him, Bill occasionally ventures out to shoot wild

fowl fiom a punt {using his home-made gun) and come holiday time, sails members of

his family around the Mediterranean his yacht.

Bil], who's "i6 this year confesses, I'I don‘t seem to get much time for 'retirement'. I left

the group board of Vitae-us three years ago. I still take an interest in the company,

ten Broadcast and in various new products such as the latest Wectof pan and tilt

head. Lately they wheeled me in to ask my opinion on a filture development. This was

for a new drag and friction control on a forthcoming pan and tilt head design."

One way and another, pan and tilt. heads have featured fiequerrtly in Bill Vinten's life.

Born in 1920, Bill was one of five children His father was William V‘mten, the

renowned cinematographic engineer, and Bill's early years found him being raised

literallyover the shop floor. During the 193fls, the ten family lived in a spacious flat

on the top storey of the Cricklewood factory. Bill recalls that his introduction to

engineering-was prompted by his father who, when asked for the money to buy a part

for a hike, told Bill to go down and make it himself!
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"My father would let me use most of the machines on the factory floor. By the age of
fourteen I was quite proficient at metal work.”

Later Bill attended the Northampton Engineering College. . At the end of the course he
sought employment with optics manufacturer, Taylor Hobson in Leicester, but a car
accident badly damaged his left eye, pennanemly blinding it.

Bill recalls, ”The car rolled over and flying glass cut my comes and lens. To this day I
can only distinguish light and dark in that eye. Understandably, a job with Taylor
Hohsons was out of the question. When I recovered from the accident, the war had
just started. I saw an advertisement asking for tool makers at the Rawlplng Company
in Mill Hill. I spent a year there and then moved to Cooper Stuarts in Hendon making
speedos for Ford vehicles. "

Back at the family firm, the early stages of the Second World War was putting
pressure on the Vifltflfl company. There was a government order For two thousand F24
reconnaissance cameras which sorely stretched Vintens' resources. The company
urgently need engineers and so Bill returned. 1With his poor eyesight, coupled with a
job in a pivotal 'war elt'ort’ indhstry, all this now threatened to keep Bill stuck in
Cricklewood for the duration. Family friction didn‘t help matters, and this was
exacerbated by a regret of being led behind as all Bills fi'iends were mobilised.

Bill relates, “I wasn’t ahwt to be called up, not with my C3 eyesight, so family fiiend,
Claude Friese-Green ofl'ered me a job as a clapperlloader. I know it might seem a
strange thing to go fiom mechanical engineering into the artistic world of film making,
but at least I knew how cameras actually worked, especially the Vinten 'I-I' model. I
also hop-ed to get a shoulder up into the Services. The first film I worked on was the
story of Dr Carey and his missionary work This was shot in a small studio near Crystal
Palace. “

As the war progressed, the Services urgently needed skilled people, and Bill eventually
joined the Royal Navy Film Unit. This was based at Tipnor, near Portsmouth. Working
with silent cameras, notably the Newman-Sinclair model ‘6’ clockwork variety, Bill
worked on an extensive collection of training films on the subjects of gunnery, deck
landing and radar. Some of these films were photographed in the Mediterranean. "If
nothing else, I got on a lot of ships,“ says Bill.

After the war, Bill 1it"inten joined the Rank flrganisation at Elstree. "I worked for a
small company there called Gate Studios. I even filmed the opening title shot, a mode]
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of a gate opening. Basically, though, we made a lot of modest films suitable for

showing on Sundays. lfyou recall, Rank cinemas were always closed on Sundays- But

times were moving on and finally Rank gave in and set up Gate Studios to make films

with a moral or uplifting theme. So then it was all right to show them on Sunday. But

it was all good practice; I was learning as I went along. I became a 1st and then an

operator. I got a lot of good advice fi'om cameraman Francis Carver, who would

always stop and encourage you. I had only been operating for about three years when I

became a lighting cameraman I think I went much too quickly up the ladder to have

been amongst the heat.“

During his time at Gate Studios, Bid first became involved with television. The Cirrtel

Company [part of Rank) had shipped fi'om the USA three television cameras. These

cameras were fiom an electronics company called Allen B. Du Mont Labs Inc, who

made broadcast equipmmn and who also ran an American television network. The Do

Mont cameras were early image orthicons and Rank had the idea to produce movies

via teleerecording techniques. It was a bold, or perhaps desperate, measure, with the

promise of a quick nimarcund and the enticing prospect of cutting studio costs. To

record the television image, a 35mm back-projector was modified and positioned in

front of a TV monitor. According to Bill, the results were atrocious.

"Those Du Mont television cameras weren’t really up to it. They were 3—inch irnage

orthicons with four—lens turrets. The tubes were not very easy to fight for, all halos and

crushed whites. Also the image would stick on the tube final time to time. However,

we did make a 35 minute children‘s film called 'Mr Marionette using just one of the

television cameras and editing it like an ordinary film It wasn‘t all that good, but I

could see that the potential for television was enormous. That was the business E

wanted to he in for the filture. ”

Because of Bill 1ia'inten' s experience at lighting these early telerecordings, in 1949 he

was invited to light some special recording trials being undertaken by the Pye

Company. Bill visited Pye's Cambridge factory and found he had to work, not in a

studio but in an old corrugated shed. At the time Pye was pushing into all areas of

broadcast technology {including colour) and these recording trials were an attempt to

overcome the serious loss of definition associated with esistmg monochrome

filmftelevision recording systems. The ultimate aim was for a system that could he

applied successfully to full—scale movie making, using two or more linked

high-resolution cameras, recording onto 35mm film. The result had to be suitable for

projection onto a large chroma screen. Initially, the cameras used in the Pye

experiments were Pye Photicons (Itnage Iconoscope types]. Later, an improved
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version, the Pye RES. Pesticon camera was used. Progress was swifl but the results
were not altogether satisfitctory.

In 1950, the old Highbury Studios in North London were taken over by Norman
Collins and Terence Macnamara {both formerly of BBC Television). There they
confirmed Pye's experiments, (with Pye's equipment and money), renaming the
enterprise High Definition Films. The high-definition film system differed from the
conventional British broadcast standard in several important areas. To simplifiyr the
recording system, HDF used a sequential non—finerlaced frame rate of E4fps scanning
at between 625 and 834 lines per flame. The monochrome pictes were recorded
using a Moy RPBO 35mm recording camera. The overall bandwidth of the system was
121MHz, a big achievement in those days (some of these test recordings still exist).

Bill Vinten spent 13 months fighting several I-IDF productions, including short tests
and connnercials, which were made to a high "standard with real products. These
commercials were then shown to Members of Parliarmnt in an attempt to convince
them that commercial television in Britain might not be such a bad thing. Herman
Collins was one ofthe leading lobbyists for the introduction of cormncreiai television in
Britain and his production studio at I-iighbmy was established in anticipation of the
event. But after four years of trials and much tribuiation, Collins fell financially at the
last post and the shniios of High Definition Films were acquired by Associated
Tele‘fision (ATV) for use in 1955 for the opening ofI'I'V.

Bill Vinten adds: 1"I once lit a I-IDF production tier Orson Welles. He came over for a
week and we shot a short extract floor a Shakespearean drama He did it like any film
shoot, with one camera. Working with Orson Welles was quite an aspen-Ice and not
something that many can boast of. Also the Pye Pesticon cameras we used were lovely
to light for with a good grey scale. The final filmed recordings were of very good
quality."

In 1952, Bill Vinten returned to the Vinten company to concentrate on starting TV
equipment mainlfacture. Until that time, British television studies had to rely on film
studio gear fiom companies such as Debrie, Nowell or Mole Richardson. This
equipment was fine for shot-by-shot movie making, but plainly inadequate for
continuous live television.

fine of Bills first Vinten products was a camera pedestal. The BBC had tendered a --
specification fior an entirely new type of pedestal that ctmld support cameras up to
2001b weight. Also, the spec. required the pedestal to be capable of being operated by
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a single cameraman with as varied a height range as possible without the cameraman

losing sight of the viewfinder. Finally, the pedestal had to be highly mobile and capable

of manoeuvre whilst on air. Very important.

This specification was dished out to several manufacturers, but Bill Vintea was

determined to get this order. He favoured an hydraulic solution and with the team of

Ivor Dunningham and Ted Gallone, they set about winning the race. The end result

was the classic HP 419 three-stage hydro-pneumatic pedestal balanced on compressed

nitrogen. The first two caninples (with tillers only — no central steering wheel) were

delivered to the BBC in 1956 and installed in Studio B at Lime Grove, where they had

heavyweight Marconi Mk III cameras sitting on them.

Bill Vinten remembers: I‘The BBC were eirtrmnely patient with us. The hydraulics in

the HP 419 pod. were designed against the advice of the hydraulics industry, who said

it couldn't be done. With a Eight touch you always get leaks, they said. In fact it took us

two and a halfycars to finally cure all the problems. The initial eight pedestals were

delivered to the BBC at a price of £390 each. This was way below developments costs

but we reaped the benefit because 4|} years later we're still selling the descendants of

the old HP 419."

The BBC neat required a design for a new pan and tilt head. In 1956, tens had'two

on the market. The Mk I was an adaptation of a pro-war film model and the l'vik II

utilised compression springs. Neither could tilt more than 35 degrees. The BBC (who

were also using Dehrie heads) wanted a flexible head that had a tilt angle of at least SD

degrees. As before, this specification was thought unachievable. It was then that Bill
remembered a statement made by one of his lectures at engineering college. The
lecturer had said that work is only done when a mass is raised or lowered. So if a
camera could actually tilt without altering the height of its centre of gravity, then no

work or efi'ort would be needed. If the centre of gravity remained on a. horizontal
plane, gravity would not afi'ect it, and a earners wonld remain always in whatever

position it was left.

This novel idea lead directly to the now familiar concept of a fixed cam resting on

rollers. With this innovative design it was now possible for cameras of various weights

to be tilted to St] degrees with little more efl‘ort than a push on the pan bar. When the

Research Director at lvlarconis saw it {they had been working on their own torque-bar
head} they innnediately stopped work on their design. They saw the V‘mten Mk III as

one of the greatest breakthroughs in camera mountings. Introduced in 1956, the latest
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world sales for the Mk 111 head {and its more recent versions} have exceeded ZELflUD
units.

In the late 195 Us Vintens received a request via the BBC from the Queen. This pivoted
on the fact that as she was soon to broadcast her Christmas Day Message from
Sandringham and as she didn‘t fancy the idea of large dollies rumbling over her carpets.
So could the BBC please arrange for something smaller and neater and less rumhly... ?
Enter the Lightweight flutside Broadcasting Camera Dolly. Bill Vance designed the
basic outline over one weekend. The light mhular frame incorporated a new steering
system giving perfect steering geometry through 360 degrees rotation. The chassis was
built within sis weeks and a mahod of raising and lowering the frame devised by
assembly shop-foreman Torn Lilly. In marmthcturing terms this is an extremely short
time scale. The dollyr itself was quite narrow {23 inches) so it could he wheeled easily
along a narrow passage or through a royal living room doorway. The dolly (which ran
on solid or pnrannatic new), was 5 !  inches long and had a turning width of 54 inches.
The GE Dolly is still in operational use throughout the world.

Bill Vinterr "Also around that time we were working on an entirely new type of crane.
We called it the Peregrine and it was designed to yet another BBC specificalion. The
BBC wanted a crane that could raise and lower a camera more quickly than any
earisting,gohigher, useamininmmcrewandoccupyaverysmaflfloorarea.h1fact
theywamedacranethatcoifld foflcwandkeepupoithahafietdanceracrossthe
studio floor. Dar design separated the camera fiom the cameraman. We put-the camera
at one end of a pivoted jib, and the cameraman sat at the hack on the chassis
controlling pan, tilt, zoom and focus via servo motors. The tracker sat beside the
cameraman. The fit could be raised ten feet in four seconds and the sin-wheeled base
was little wider than a normal pedestal. "

Bill Vinten muses: "The design didn't take off, even though it was given a Queen's
Award for Technical Innovation In fact the Peregrine crane just never got past the
prototype stage. flur existing two—man Heron crane was doing almost the same job,
but not with the camera separated Earn the cameraman. An important point. The
trouble was that with the Peregrine, camera crews would have had to re-train to work
it. No one seemed very keen on that idea. Also servo—motor technology wasn‘t very
smooth or reliable then. In any case the first generation of d-tuhe colour cameras
would have been much too heavy for the Peregrine crane to lift.“

Bill Vinten recognises that it isn’t an easy task to change working practices and alter
standard methods of camera operating. The Vinten Swan Post Head is a case in point,
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where the camera's centre of gravity is pivoted at the side and not underneath. Bill
adds, "I made a short film using a camera conventionallyr mounted and a camera

side-mounted on the post head and then asked cameraman to spot the visual diflerence.

Ofcourse there wasn‘t any, apart from the greater flexibility of the post head design.”

Bill still holds high hopes for another of ten’s products, the Merlin crane arm. "I

thought that that crane would have sold hotter than it did. I still think it has a verjpr
good fiJture, but again, it needs a fair bit of camera operator practice and skill to get
the fill] benefit of the system." '

Bill ten pot a lot of work into his product dugns. I-lis overall philosophyr was to

get the basic design right and then pass it to a good, practical engineer. Bill confesses,
“I tended to lose interest after I’d got the principle right. I was fortunate during my
working life to be able to turn to engineers like Ted Galione. For example, it was Ted
who reallyr made the Fulmar pedestal work. "

Recently.r Virrten Broadcast received another prestige award. This“ was from the
American Society of Operating Cameramen and it was their 1995 Technical
Achievement Award. The Award reads: “Presented to Vinten Broadcast Ltd, Ted
Galione and Bill Vinten, inventors. For the introduction and development of the
Fuhnar Pedestal in 1972. The first extended range pneumatic camera pedestal which
has significantly contributed to the art and crafi of the camera operator.”
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WE NEVER KNEW BOREDOM AT
ALEXANDRA PALACE
“LC. {Puff} Pufford

If this is another edition of that welt known epic 1"The Day War Broke
Out" then the author is in for a rough ride, but hold on... let us not
target that British Tetevision first came into service in 1956, toliowed by
World War It in 1959. And that is what this story is all about

Because many peopie including most television viewers were under
the impression that Alexandra Palace had ciosed down during the
war years {1959—1945}

But how wrong could they be? In fact it was Winston Churchill himself
who became so strategicaily involved, that when Alexandra Patace
was taken over for anti-radar work, using its own powerfut
teievision transmitter, it was Mr Churchill who dubbed it “The Battle Of
The Beams".

Typically, this colourful phrase caught on amongst the technical boffins
of the time of which I happened t o '  be one, better known as a
Back—room Boy. it was the extraordinary events which led up to all this,
that takes a bit of believing, so iet us start from the beginning.

When Great Britain opened the worid's first electronic television
service from Ally Pally in 1956, not onty was our nationai press highly
suspicious but also ‘steoni’ radio entrenched at Broadcasting House
became green with envy, or was it professional jealousy? So imagine
steam radio‘s deiight as a senior partner of the BBC, when it
received official orders to close down the television studios at
Aiexandra Palace for the duration of the war.

We just could not believe it. Surely either we had biown the main
fuses at ' t he  power station, or Hitier had started his invasion without
notice. Such was the panic. that no one stopped to ask questions, for
fear of being caught in the first German air-raid on London, or could it
be Ally Paily?

Within a few hours ail staff had been evacuated from the studios and
that same afternoon most of us were on our way to regionai war
bases. in my case it was tothe transmitter station ot‘Daventry. As
we alt soon discovered it turned out to be ‘panic stations', the
beginning of the tang 'phoney‘ war. After a few months of weary
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boredom, it was decided to make a few staff changes and some were
sent- to other stations. I was lucky in being sent to our new overseas
transmitters near Bridport in Dorset. After a few months there, we
had the excitement of the first German Heinkel bomber coming down
on the beach at ll‘ll’est Bay. Apparently it had returned from a raid on
the Midlands, butwas forced down by a punctured petrol tank and
crash landed near the Ea edge. Fortunately it carried coded
information giving clues to further bombing raids in the Midlands and
later the night blitz on'London.

So it was full circle for me, as I was then sent back to London, where
Alexandra Palace had by this time been taken over by the Ministry of
Defence. The transmitters were to be used ogainstthe night blitz on
London, which would be controlled by the latest German radar
system, code-named Y-GERATE. The code name for our own
anti-radar TV beams was DOMINO, meaning the addition of false
information which would destroy the accuracy of the Luftwaffe's timing
of bombing and position.

So far so good. An excellent plan to break the German's latest radar
system developed as early as 1958 and in production by 1940. So
what was the problem? Believe it or not, it was bureaucracy. Where
were the BBC technicians to do the job? They had all been sent away
for safety measures and it was not possible to retrieve the situation in
time for the night blitz on London, at least not by recovering sufficient
BBC trained experts, who would know the Alexandra Palace
apparatus inside out.

Fortunately we were lucky enough to get hold of a couple of BBC
engineers together with myself and six RAF technicians in uniform,
whom we were able to train art-site for secret operations just in
time for the very first night using Domino to wreck the new German
radar system. To saythe least it was risky, like jumping offthe deep
end; and it was certainly a night to remember as we were using a
powerful transmitter on a job  for which it was not designed. It was
a complicated technical operation which is explained in detail in
Professor R V Jones‘ book Most Secret Her. Briefly it consisted of
the tuning of beam frequencies to zero beat, then raising our beam
power just sufficiently to cause confusion among the German pilots
who were relying for range and accuracy on their own beams,
which were being broken. On our side we were relying on listening by
headphones tuned to pilots radio giving us some idea of the
panicking and shouting of instructions back to base for direction and
position, all to no avail.
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We learned later that they were blaming their own equipment as
being unreliable when the same chaos occurred on following
nights. They tried altering their frequencies (wavelengths), but without
success , as  we had already practised for this eventuality by tuning to
zero beat thus synchronising wavelengths which made them
undetectable.

As the war and science progressed, the principle of detection
became more and more necessary as was demonstrated at Frankfurt
in 1944, when British bombers flattened the  German anti-radar
station near the Frankfurt TV tower. Their technicians had been
careless in not synchronising pulses which laid them open to
detection and reprisal. A lesson we oil had to learn for self
preservation .

Back home the 'Battle of the Beams' was at its peak during
February 1941, but due to continuing German radar failure their nightly
bombing raids were easing off. Until by March their losses were
increasing so rapidly that the Blitz was virtually aver. By May we
had the last major raid on London and fortunately for us the
Luftwaffe turned east towards the Soviet Union.

Incidentally, another technicai probiem we learned later had
occurred during a raid on Coventry, on the night of the 15114th of
November, when RAF jamming devices had been operating
off-tune, which made them ineffective. Again a lesson to be learned
whereby a simple check by an independent operator, such as the
frequency checking station at RAF Radlett, would suffice. Such are the
contingencies of beam warfare.

lL‘Z‘ne last error worth recording, but non-technical, this time. It was in
fact an indiscretion at the highest strategic level, which of course
makes it a l l  the more interesting.

We were told by the  Ministry of Defence to modify our Vision
Transmitter at Alexandra Palace, the most pawerfui in Europe at that
time, to be ready for jamming a fuil scale invasion of Britain by the
Luftwaffe, and German troops when they returned in six weeks time
after defeating Moscow. So once again it was all hands on deck, to
carry out frequency modifications to our vision transmitter, which
necessitated a new type of aerial.

After six weeks of work on  modifications, and dead on time, our
transmitter was ready and  set to go. This also included erecting the
new secret cage aeriai, which was just over 600 feet above sea level,
to combat the new German Freya radars using 200 ft aeriais, instalied
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along the Northern coast of France. But as we ali know, the invcrsion
never came, and nothing of the kind envisaged happened in Russia,
so we all had second thoughts and a joliy good breathing space.

Instead of facing boredom the opposite happened We were lucky
enough to get a visit from VIP Ed Murrow, America's top
newscaster. He  had previously come up to Ally Pally from
Broadcasting House, when we were operating 'Domino', as he was
always interested in what we were up to, especially if it was top secret
But on this occasion he was after news on the Eastern front. 'What
the hell is going on in Russia?', was his first question. Obviously
flobbergasted, that our top brass got their time-table wrong. Naturally
being President Roosevelt's top news guy, Mr Murrow had to get his
foreign news items right first time, if he was t o  keep his job.

We were honoured to feel that he should seek advice from a bunch of
back-room boys; but after all he was a man of vast experience and  he
knew we had plenty of resources to call on; iike the Beaverbrook
press report on our new cage aerial being ‘the key reception aerial
for secret reports from British agents and saboteurs in occupied
Europe'. Quite enough to interest Ed Murrow.

So we offered up our opinion that we thought MoD's judgement on
the 'six week ultimatum' was based on conjecture rather than factUal
reports. The latter suggested that the 'Barbarossa' ptan had been
cracked during the sever winter of 1941 on the Eastern front, when
Hitler's final push, code-named 'Typhoon' was blown at 0stankino,
north of Moscow, where their television tower was built.

We had several further meetings with Mr Murrow, as to be
expected, because this ran counter to the popular conception that
Stalingrad was the turning point of the war on the Eastern front in
1945. Later at the Nuremberg Trials, Wilhelm Keitel gave Moscow as
the turning point. He was there in charge of German troops, he
should know. Maybe the historians can sort that out. '

We never knew boredom at Alexandra Palace.

A second opinion, by Philip Swattnan:
Having just read 'We never knew boredom at Alexandra Palace", I think Pafi'ord is too
5l efiheing to mention the part he played over this. As Engineer-in—Charge, Pafi' {as
we all htow hint) became efl‘eetively in control of the Engineers, RAF personnel, Fire
Service, Defence Force, Comrnissionaires, Cleaners, Boiler men and Canteen staff
About 4'} of whom would he on duty at any given time.
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Quiet and unassuming respected by all. No noticeboards or “mitten orders. If anything
was required he would quietly ask and it would he done at once without question.
Never once heard. a complaint against him. His personal courage was known to all. If
damage to the aerials or mast was suspected due to gales or to lightning he would don
a flying suit and climb the mast often in unpleasant weather conditions, which would
deter many, and see for himself. took at least 25 minutes 'to reach the top of the mast,
part of it pulling oneself up hand over hand with the mast swaying up to 13 inches in a
breeze. It would take at least 20 minutes in which to get down from 300 feet. A motor
car would appear to he 1E4 inch long. He would also go up the mast on occasions
when a BBC aerial expert came to inspect.

He had the welfare of the staff in mind and recreational facilities wm'e made available —
billiards and snooker and table tennis. Pafl‘ was no mean performer at table tennis and
when conditions allowed would often challenge a game. When it became apparrmt that
one at least of the RAF could play an instrument a hand was quickly formed which Pafi'
wtnsld lead on violin, often giving up part of his spare time to attend evening
rehearsals. This hand even played for a dance for nurses at one of the London
hospitals.

Pafl‘ disliked interference fi'om officialdcm. He would be polite to the ‘powers that be’
and Broadcasting House but on putting the phone down, he would say to Harty [I F
Hartright, his deputy): "This is where we take our coats ofl'. The result being that no
more was heard.

As one of the four original RAF ‘teehnieiansl sent to AP,  I feel that the part Palf
played should he recorded. I was at AP. for 13 months and sorry to leave when the
RAF had other work for me. I am honoured to know Pafi‘ — one of the world's
gentlemen.

Philip Streamer, eiF 3t? Hing
May 1996.
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Bernard W'rlfie asks

WHERE DID THEY GO?

Although I don’t collect antique TV sets myselfI admire those who do. But where do
these intrepid restorers find their spares?

I needed some brass rod last week and realised I hadn’t the faintest idea where to
get it — and yet, surely, it wasn't long ago that I could have bought it in a shop.

But such shops have gone. Like the three garages in my village which once
enmloyed cheerfid men who would adjust a hand-brake or replace a water-pump their
functions have changed. My village now has three filling stations which sell flowers.

When Jack Kine and I first started in special efi'ects we were able to get most of the
materials we needed in Shepherd's Bush, but for the more esoteric items we went to
Lisle Street behind Leicester Square. Here, in an assortment of small shops, one could
buy anything item a mains transformer to a field telephone, from a condenser'to a set
of bakelite control knobs.

As well as being a components centre, Lisle Street was also a notorious red-light
area and Jackand I invariably went there together in order to prevent being dragged up
a flight of stairs by predacions prostihttes.

But the hem shop of all was the one in Oxford Street which sold government
surplus. Here one could buy gyro compasses, altimeters, boost gauges, knife-switches
and theodolites. What a marvellous place it was. It now sells '1 love London' tee—shirts
and Union Jack mugs.

I mourn the passing of those shops, particldafly the old—fashioned oil—shops (now
called hardware stores) which, when I was young supplied rock ammonia, earth
colours, naphthalene, sulphur, potassium nitrate and powdered charcoal (the last three
for firework making). At one time they even sold mealed gunpowder, used by my
father and others for the rapid cleansing of wash-boiler chimneys.

And this is why I applaud the activities of 405 readers — they are doing something
to retain the past.
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In what turned out to be his last article for us; Gordon Sharpfey
relates his inimitable tails of

The Dreaded Eidophorl
Despite my being a bit on the short side, the very biggest lumps of television
technology seem to have followed me during my career {see my previous article
The Flying Spots).

One large bit of machinery I met was the Eidophor big-screen television
projector. A very clever Swiss invention. Running the Eidophor at Granada was
linked to being in charge of telereeording and providing scoring devices for games
shows. The logic in this arrangement escapes me, but perhaps it was that they were
peripheral things which were more of an art rather than a science!

The Eidophor is one of those devices that, like the shadow-mask tube, should
not really work. You can imagine the scene in the research labs when the
inventor of the colour tube explained his idea to his colleagues. I bet they were
rolling on the floor... a million little holesl... perfect alignment with phosphor
dots!... Hahahoho ho. It will never worklt

Ithinlr the same thing probably happened to the Eidophor chap. The Eidophor
was probably unique in that it required the simultaneous sentices of an
electronic engineer, high vacuum technician, plumber, refi'igeration specialist and
dare-devil to operate it.

The Eidophor was mainly used for public relations jobs. One favourite was
providing a large picture of the proceedings at party conferences, in an adjacent
hall (where the bar was locatedl). Another was world-class boxing, in cinemas,
usually very late at night, via satellite.

In a nutshell, the picture projected came fromahigh intensity Xenonarclampvia
a revolving mirrorin a high vacuum carrying an oil film. A seamring electron beam
deformed the oil film with the image. This deformation caused light to pass
through a Schlircn optical system and then through a lens onto the screen. Simple
isn‘t itl... Acmailythewhole thing was very complicated by the facts that the oil
had to be at a precise temperature to avoid lag The oil had to be reeirmlated and
spread very evenly over the mirror. The electronheamwas focus-modulated and
the electron gun and mirror chamber had to he demountahle and were
continuously pumped. The cathodes had a hard life and had to be replaceable! It was
capable however of producing a bright lfllfl contrast ratio picture on a. 24x  32ft
cinema screen if required.

The Xenon are lamp was not too simple either. It had an internal pressure of
fifteen atmospheres. Nearly three hundred pounds per square inch trying to get out
{a cathode ray tube has only one atmosphere flying to get in!) The handbook was fill]
of dire warnings about the lamp and terrifying stories were told by Eidophorists ('3‘) of
flying glass and square Inezphonses becoming spherical! Thenghtfiilly, goggles
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and a veryr long thick pair of Swiss woolly gloves were provided. It was also
suggested that one wore ones jacket back-to-front to protect the chest and neck!
As the Eidophor usuallyr travelled with its lamp removed, it was necessary to
replace it on site. Not being able to see properly because of the goggles. Not being
able to feel or grip because of the gloves as well as being restricted by the back to
front jacket this was not an easy task! Assistance was never forthcoming as the rest
of the crew magically disappeared as soon as the lamp boa was opened! Fitting
the lamp required tightening two large clamps which gripped the lamp glass to
copper seals, a job not for the hint hearted or ham—handed!

The thing consumed 25 amps at El) volts. This power came from a wheeled
power supply about the size of a tea trolley but infinitely heavier. To get the
Eidophor fired up the first thing was to start up the high—vacuum hacking pump. This
made a jolly mks-t, timeshare sound but if it went spktdop, midday? you were in
trouhle already. When the pressure had been reduced suficiently by the backing
pump, one startedtheoil diffusion pump. All thispomping tookahout an hour and
a quarter at least. The electron beam was that set with a black-level video signal fed
into the machine and the Schliren bars adjusted so that the light was just cut ofi'
fi'om the screen.

All was now ready to go. Ifthe picture trailed and smeared, as though it was being
written on the sands of time, it probably meant the oil ternpmaturc was wrong.
That’s where the heating and refrigerating came in. De—ionised water was used
as an interface in the heat exchanger with the oil and that’s where the plumber
comes in! Eidophor cathodes lasted about 100 hours but of course with the usual
perversity of inanimate objects, always blew at the most critical moment. Eidophorists
have almost been lynched in cinemas fiJll offight fans when the screen went black as
the knockout punch was on its way! - _

The machine I had dealings with was of cornse monochrome but some years later
a colour version came along. This was basically three Eidophors bolted
together! We never had one of those, thank goodness!

Edoplasr' is a registered smirk 5330.733n to GRETAG Ahiengeseflsclayi‘,
Zurich, Sivitscrknai Flirts mast be part in — I might get shot by musshowl

BAKEeO—BHYTE - The polish for
bakelite and other plastics.

BAKE—U—BRYTE is the original
,- and the best.

111' v , _ . AvalableonlyfromThe Fladiophile,
'1}: Mi,” BAKE—O-BH‘I'TE costs only £2 per tube or £2.50on.) bypostfrom“Larkhill" seapotacaoIt need ' 'Falls], 1,, J; "ED“: flagged Woodseaves,3tafford,ST2DflNP.

radio or television cabinet FWWWGSWIG WW
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At this point you were to have enjoyed John P. Hamilton's article
describing how a band at stalwart pioneers celebrated the 40th
anniversary of the opening at Independent Television.
Unfortunately - talre a deep breath! - a technical hitch (the
dreaded 'hard disk tuli' message} led to the total and utter loss of
this article and scanned illustrations. 1l'rlhat's more, in my
desperate panic to save the rest of the text tor this issue, I
managed to overwrite the backup disk! Deepest apologies to
John and indeed to everyone else. Meanwhile. here as an
alteration to our intended programme is a difierent gem trom the
pen of John P. as we now learn all about...

com FOR err-rs
For some readers the question will be, "What was Cool for Cats"? But
that's easily answered.

The older Brits amongst the membership surely remember the pop
record television programme of that name which started transmissions
from the London—based weekday independent television contractor
Associated-Redifiusion in January 195?.

It was a pioneering attempt to add visuals to the pop music of the day.
The programme was devised by a journalist called Ker Robertson,
working for a long-defunct tabloid, the Daily Sketch. Robby brought the
idea to the company and was the host for the first iew programmes. He
chose the records and wrote the linking material. He selected discs
which he thought might reach the Top Twenty of the day, either
because of their musical value or distinctive performance.

The music was edited to a manageable length of about two to two and
a half minutes and at the planning meetings with the choreographer,
set designer, costume designer and senior technical staii, decisions
would be made on the visual treatment. Most were for dance
interpretation — hence the team of dancers, ‘The Cats', usually four
girls and tour boys — or a mime by an artiste making a personal
appearance; others were illustrated by a cartoon or film.

The pioneer dance director was Dougie Squires, a brilliant young man
who brought a new concept of rhythmic dance to television. He was a
hard taskmaster, and the team soon became one of the most
disciplined and exciting to watch anywhere.
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To start with, the show was a fifteen-minute slot, twice a week, and live
to the nation. This was all about two years before we got our first
Ampex video tape machines in the UK.

In the early years, the programme directors had a tough time because,
of course, the technology was not as advanced as it is. forty years on.
But they experimented with what was available and the engineering
staff did everything they could to help by contributing ideas. The
programme became immensely popular and one of the most
innovative directors, Joan Kemp Welch, won a Director"3 Guild Award
{the awards that pro-dated BAFTA } for Cats as the Light Entertainment
show of the Year.

As the programme settled into a half-hour weekly network slot, it
became the envy of the other televised pop music shows on both BBC
and the other UK regional companies. The presenter —- originally the
man who devised it, Ker Robertson -— had been replaced after just a
few shows by Kent Walton. Kent was an unflappable individual who
had started with ' A—RW as their chief sports commentator and
continued in that career for many years after the demise of Cats. The
directors and choreographers also changed during the programme's
lifetime, as did the dance-team as their commitments dictated.

My own stint as director of the programme started in July 1959, when l
inherited it from my wife, Daphne Shadwell, who went off to another
area of programming. I have always considered myself the lucky one
because the real surge in pop music was just starting as Elvis and the
Beatles and many of the great artistes were really beginning-to boom,
and there was a vast amount of material to choose from for a weekly
show. The record companies and publishers loved the show as a
vehicle for plugs, of course, although we paid the live appearance
artistes absolutely minimum fees. Nevertheless we achieved an
astounding number of first plays on the programme.

The show finally came to an end on 21st February 1961. It was killed by
a combination of network politics and bad luck. In its last year Cats
had been tapedoff—air from its original late Friday night transmission
and repeated at 6.30pm on Monday evenings by Granada TV, then
covering the whole of the North of the UK. We got a bigger audience
for the repeats than we got for the origination because, of course, we
now acquired a youthful audience who were not allowed to stay up (in
those days) to the late hour on Fridays. Granada decided they wanted
to do an early evening news and current affairs slot at that time and
dropped the repeats. The viewing figures plummeted and that was
that.
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THE BLACK AND WHITE BREAKFAST SHOW
Dicky Hewett unearths some more TV snippets

It‘s definitely an unknown fact that yours truly took part in Britain’s very
first breakfast 'I"'iir programme. Now when was that, you may ask? Oh yes,
1951.

Mind you, this TV programme was never broadcast to the world at large. It
was only a closed-circuit BBC 'Directors’ Course' staff training show,
produced in cheap and glorious monochrome.

This training programme took place in studio '8' at Lime Grove on the 13th
December 1951. The show was wittily entitled 5" UP. Taking part in this
precursor to csrrv, Breakfast News plus the Big fine [little did we realise
what we had started!) were Douglas Cameron, Barry Hains and Maggie
Gilchrist [proper broadcasting persons} and with me as a "spof cartoonist
trying [and failing] to be instantly 'humorous' on the day’s news topics [in
19?1 it  was something about French fishermen, so what’s newt].

The show itself was unremarkable, just a collection of news reports and
interviews, with the odd {me} joke item. It bore little resemblance to the
flashy modern variety of breakfast shows [no sofas or interview beds}. In
those days the nearest role-model was radio’s Today programme. However,
on the date in question {19?1} it is interesting to note that even though
colour television was up and running by several years, the BBC still had a
few monochrome studios in full operational order [albeit only for training or
non-broadcast projects].

Sfinting nothing, our little breakfast sojourn had a proper technical line-up
in Studio 'G'. This included four cameras [EMI 203 types} all on pedestals,
three with zooms and the fourth with a tin-let and Autocue. Other items
were a Telejector machine, a Photomis, one boom, two table mics, three
stand mics, two [12"x9"] caption stands, sin floor monitors and one practical
digital clock.

The following year [19?2] I contributed to yet another BBC monochrome
training show, down the road in Studio 5', Television Centre. I wasn't 'on airJ
this time, but supplied ten ready~drawu cartoons that were to be cut live to
music. The purpose of the exercise was to train script girls and vision
mixers. [Those were the days when broadcasting organisations, as a matter
of course, actually trained with a full—sized studioi} Banks of monitors and
switching gear were laid out on the studio floor from whence the trainees
could practice Tcutting‘.
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AP studio '5' gallery showing the camera remote control
system with the 'io'yr stick' camera controller on the
desk{1950).
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ATV-owned Pye Mk 5 camera a t  Southern! Carnivui 1956.

The cartoons had to be cut on the beat and in the correct order; 'Shot 5 on
Camera 3 ,  cut to 5 ,  shot 6 on Camera 2, cut to 6 etc..-‘. Could get a bit
confusing. Some dancers and singers, provided also, other chances to *cut
with the beat*. I recall that the cameras in Studio 2 [Marconi M]: We]
produced some cracking pictures, the pity of which such studio quality was
rarely [if ever] seen on the average home receiver.

Mind you, I saw some really rotten monochrome pictures from source at
Alexandra Palace during my time there {1965;1953] working on TV News. I
always cringed at the film picture quality which was produced from 16mm
negative [and some agency positive] remorselessly pushed through Pye
Staticon telecine machines. To start with the pictures came out scratchy
(the original film went through an exhausting process where by it was
viewed, edited, perhaps dubbed with extra sounds, rehearsed and then
transmitted, all in a rush}.

Also, the pictures had to he graded on air. No easy task with a vidicon—tnbe
telecine with a restricted contrast ratio. The end result was little better than
industrial quality, resulting in lots of soot and whitewash. The broadcast
images lurched, smeared and ballooned all over the place, the piece de
resistance being those horrihle [but essential} circular cue dots at the end of
each sequence [remember them?]. They were applied manually by using a
sort of rolling hole-punch which produced several 'dots' in one go.

The news studio cameras were cheap devices also. Studio ‘A’ [BBC 2} had
four Elvfl 201 vidicons and studio '3' [BBC 1] had some strange—looking
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BBC—design bullet-shaped camera channels that were remote control led.
These cameras were vidicons also and were based on the electronics of the
Ell 201 cameras. The focus, zoom'and tilting were all controlled by a
‘joystick‘ apparatus up in the gallery. By this ingenious means, four cameras
were controlled by two operators. A cost-cutting exercise and jelly fun to be
sure. Pity about the picture quality.

Talking of pictures, as a lad my enthusiasm for all things television
bordered on the metaphysical {who said it stilt does...'?]. Anyway, I used to
look forward to live UB5, especially ones that came from locations I could
reach easily lDace, a swimming gala was being transmitted on ,Grundstuud
from a pool near our sheet. I hot—hiked it down to the baths and had a
'grandstand‘ look myself, ogling the scanner vans and chatting to the
engineers. [in another occasion, I recall standing spellbound on an exact bi t
of Southend pier in the full knowledge that an actual BBC camera had stood
there during a relay. Hallowed be thy planking. Mind you, years later I
continue to dream on, these days with my magazine ‘nostalgic TV articles.
Once such soon upcoming (ah, the prose] will be in Yours magazine. The
article will be all about the time I appeared on Juice Boar Jury, only as a
member of the audience! This was 1963. later I took a snap of myself off the
television set during the broadcast recording. So 30 years later, I just had to
write about it ,  didn't I?

of our magazine. Now we cordially invite you to sample it for yourself,
believing that you will agree with our readers that it is by far the best of the
vintage radio publications, with its authoritative yet friendly articles and its

nae ”sergeants nah? uretefiwupenfimifagneafi
The Editor, Chas.E.lvlfller, has been engaged professionally in radio work
since 1943 and in technical journalism since the early mitts. His hook A

valuable store of information for the readers. Nor is this all: The Radiophile:
also offers its subscribers a sentiee that is unmatched elsewhere, for its large

53153 I991 WET? m in“ W library of service sheets and manuals covers a vast range of makes and models
a fist! colour cover: These are now
widely regarded as coflectors’itcms

INTRODUCING TI‘IIE QADIDDI‘IILE—l
If you are interested in  vintage radio you may already have heard something 5

' devotion to the “feel” of the period with which it deals. flat literate ’tmihe'

Panama! Headaches of Fame Rae's? Repair? (due to be republished as a ;
completely new edition] is the definitive work on the subject. The various
writers who contribute are atso well qualified in their fields and provide a a

and these are available as photo-copies at very reasonable prices- typically!,
infiegmggfl half or ten than those charged by specialist firms. This is augmented by |

special “workshops” - informat one-day events - at  which participants of all :
level of erperience are shown how to improve their radio servicing skills by experts who have learned their !
trade through many years of practice. As an additional service to readers, they may may place small?
advertisements in the magazine free of charge. The Radiophfle operates several Vintage Radio Expositions f
each year at which readers meet to  buy, sell or  exchange equipment - and chat — in a friendly, relaxed;
atmosphere markedly different from other such flmctions. At the Spring Exposition is held the original;
Concours d’Elegance for vintage Radio Receivers, with awards for the best entries. This feature and the
Workshops have become so popular that they have now been given the ultimate accolade of  emulation‘:
elsewhere. Most events include vintage radio auction sales for readers who wish to dipose of equipment, from 3
single items to compiete collections, whilst special auction sales for enforced disposals can be arranged at short ;
notice and a sympathetic and confidential service is assured. Forsumrrzhubn Jemrlrpfeese turn rupagefl
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And now Larry Coalston relates

BBC TELEVISION Ti-IEN‘REt
THE Fl RS' YEARS '
The Shepherd’s Bush Empire was purchased by the BBC in summer
1955 with the intention of converting the building into a Television
Theatre for Light Entertainment, where a large audience could be
invited.

The first programmes scheduled the temporary use of a Mobile OB
Central Room (Scanner) from London Tel. 035, equipped with Image
Orthicon cameras. A day or two before the date for the transmission of
the programmes, the 03 unit was parked at the scenery entrance and
alt technical equipment unloaded into two unused dressing rooms and
the cameras set up on the front part of stage. For the best picture
quality, television programmes could only be transmitted live, and  so
two or three rehearsals and a final dress run of each show were very
often planned.

I recall working on the very first series of “that’s My line on Sunday
evenings, when only a short pie-transmission run was possible. The
celebrities on the panel and the other personalities did not arrive until
about an  hour before the transmission time, and adjustments t o  the
lighting and sound. balance were made with one or two members of
the production team sitting in on the set beforehand. However, when
the chairman (Eamonn Andrews) and the other members of the panel
were cleared by make-up department, they came onto the stage and
were introduced to the audience. There was just time for a short
rehearsal-with-one or two at the challengers who had been asked by
the producer to state a fictitious occupation.

As well as ”from My line, other shows from the Television Theatre
included an  early Saturday. evening Fashion show, and a series of
Emney Enterprises with comedian Fred Emney. Over the Christmas—
period a Victorian melodrama and  a musical programme was
scheduled, with Ray Martin and his orchestra. The sound-of the violins
in this orchestra was very similar to the weli known singing strings of
Mantovani and to achieve the special effect. a separate feed from a
microphone dose to- the violinists 'was fed to an ampiifier and
loudspeaker in an  echo room. About 8 feet in front of the speaker a
microphone picked up the dean violin sound as welt as the 'echo'. The
output from this microphone was fed back into the main sound desk
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and mixed into the orchestral sound balance bv the Sound Engineer.
For a suitable 'echo' room a Gents toilet with fully tiled walls and an
entrance from only one side of the upper circle, was chosen and the
area closed to the public audience. During rehearsals the sound
engineer noticed strange hissing and popping noises on the mixed
feed from the violins and after some thought and investigation found
that these were coming from the urinal cisterns in the ‘echo‘ room,
which automatically emptied and filled everv 10 minutes or so. The
sound of the running water was being picked up bv the special
microphone and so for the final run and transmission the water supply
to the cisterns was turned off.

Although four Pye Photicon camera channels, which had been taken
out of service at Lime Grove, were later installed in the theatre on a
permanent basis, and the MCR was not required, the OB crews were
still detailed for duty at the theatre. The control units and other
apparatus were installed in a small dressing room and the vision
mixing desk and production monitors in a separate side room. The
sensitivity of the Page Photicon cameras was not asgood as the Image
Drthicons and they required extra lighting to achieve good quality
pictures. Power for the  extra lights was provided by two mobile diesel
generators parked alongside the theatre and two rows of large flood
lamps were suspended with reflectors. high up above the audience
between the upper circle and the proscenium. When the lights were
switched on just before each transmission, an audible gasp of surprise
could be heard from the audience because of the exceptional
brightness lrom the lamps.

One of the stock laults on these older 'Pye cameras was that of a loose
tube carriage which caused the picture to go out of optical focus when
tilting (panning) down. This fault would often occur on the cameras
positioned in the circle but was alwavs put right in time for the live
transmissions.

At the end at the 1-951Els, the theatre was temporarilv closed and
refurbished with new Image Orthicon cameras similar to those alreadyr
in installed in Riverside Studios, Hammersmith. During the shut-down
the stage was extended under both sides of the proscenium and a
central platform constructed in the stalls, wide enough for the no. 1
camera to track-when mounted on a large studio 'crane' {dollv}. A
vision control room and lighting gallery was also constructed at the
side of the stalls.

The Television Theatre-reopened, with popular light entertainment
shows like the Black and White Minstrels and the Billy Cotton Band
Show However, these were not transmitted live but recorded on
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Ampex video-tape machines installed in the new BBC Television Centre
at Wood Lane. This was more convenient for the artistes taking part in
the shows as they were free to undertake interim engagements,
especially at the weekends. The replay picture quality from the tape
was almost as  good as a live transmission.

WRIEEEtEgs RELAY
Jefi Wright tests your memory again

Sergeant 3oe Friday of the Los Angeles Police Department was the
creation of actor Jack Webb. He  researched, wrote, produced, and
pioyed the lead.

Dragnet was the first American cop series to be shown in the UK and
the catchphrases of "All I want is the facts, mom" and '"My name's
Friday -— l'm a cop'f‘r soon became public property.

To the delicate ears of fifties’ viewers, the police jargon was a mystery
APBs, 45%, 4155, 21 1s —- gritty reality, yes, but what did it all mean ?

After watching nearly forty years of US television, I suppose most of you
know, but for our younger viewers... on  APB is an  All Points Bulletin; a
459 is a burgiary,‘ 415 - disturbing the peace and a 11 1 is a robbery.

The straightforward format and documentation of crimes foliowed
Friday and his sidekick Officer Frank Smith through over 300 successful
investigations between 1951 and 58. I n  196?, Webb brought the series
back, with a new side—kick played by Harry Morgan —— later seen as
Colonel Potter in MASH. — for another two year run of over 91] stories
from the flies of the LA PD.
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And new we introduce Inn Palm, who writes regularly hi Journal Into
Melody, the bulletin of the Robert Fat-non Society. If you have any
interest at all in the music used in television and radio productions,
you owe it to yourself to join the RFS (address inside the rear cover of
this magazine)...

Wllfl‘Sl-IIRE WORDS
lTV’s Fertieth Anniy'ersary

{First published in the December 1995 issue of Journal Into Momma

These Wiltshire Words are being recorded at the end of September which is a nostalgic
time for yours truly, exactly forty years ago, I left the Army at the end of my two
years' National Service. “Well,” I said in my diary, ‘Tm now a 'l'vhJ again and it‘s a
wonderful feeling!”I hi the course of 13 months abroad I had, inevitably, acquired
some new records but had sent them home and now was the time to play them. The
following month, Nina released the Eric Coates SOUND AND “SIGN March which
was written for ATV, and yet another disc went into the collection!

Independent Television had started up on 22nd Septembm 1955 and few people
remember now that there was trouble with ATV at the beginning; they initially called
themselves *Associated Broadcasnng Company’ but ABC TV, which were set to start
transmitting from the Midlands and North, objected. To have two ABCs would, they
claimed, cause confusion —- the Northern company was an ofihoot of Associated
British Cinemas and, historically, they had first claim to the title. So the ‘othef ABC
changed their name to Associated TeleVision, hence the initials ATV.

lfyou have a copy of Oriole CB 1312, the label for THE JOLLY IUGGLER by
Vndan Ellis states 'Signahne tune ofABC’s Television progrannee Sunday dfiemoon’.
But CS 1312 (actually a reissue of Chappell C 494} was released in November 1955,
when ABC TV did not start transmitting {fiom a converted cinema, incidentally: the
former Astoria in Aston Road, Birmingham} until February 1956. So for "ABCT on the
finale disc, read 'ATV. Pye got it right with SflUt AND VISION, however“, no
doubt Oriole's' labels were printed before the change of name occurred.

TTV’s fortieth anniversary {which in keeping with that network, was scarcely
celebrated at all!) prompts a recap of the set—up when the whole thing began The
Independent Television Authority which was established to oversee the whole
operation and run the transmitters, decided that the motor conm'batious, in. London,
Birmingham and Machester, should have separate programme contractors for
weekdays and weekends. So Associated Redifliision {which later became hyphenated
and had grown can of the Redifihsion radio relay system for which Eric Coates had
written his REDIFFUSION MARCH - MUSIC EVERYMIERE in 1943) became
the lamina weekday contractor, and ATV were responsible for programmes at
weekends.
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When the Midlands transmissions began early in 1.956, ATV were the weekday
contractors with ABC operaling on Saturday and Sunday; later that year Manchester
came 'on line' with ABC again responsible for the weekend schedules and Granada
providing programmes during the week. Of these companies, Granada is the only
one to survive in its original form: Associated-RediHhsion were later foreed by the
ETA to merge with ABC to form Thames; ATV lost their London franchise to London
Weekend Television and, now operating solely in the Midlands, were ordered to
diversify by opening new studios in Nottingham to supplement those in Birmingham;
they renamed themselves Central TV in the process. Thames TV subsequently lost
their franchise to Carlton, but still make programmes, both for the ITV network and
the BBC {as does Granada) — a situation which would have been unthinkable 4t] years
ago!

Real hostility existed at the start of UV, the two sides barely managing to speak to
each other, and this even extended to the transmitters where much money was wasted
in needless duplication. By late 1955, the BBC‘s national network was well established
and, having 'got in first', they naturally chose the best sites fiom a technical point of
view. Many of the ITA’s were second—best and, in the south of England, the situation
reached absurd proportions. The BBC already had a prime transmitter site at Rovnidge
on the Isle of Wight; when the [TA came along, they opted for a site on Chillerton
Down, some two miles to the south—east. However, the microwave links which
*eonnect' transmitters up and down the country have to operate over 'line—of-sight'
paths with no obstacles in the way, and Chillerton Down could not be 'seen' fi'om the
mainland. The 'soiution‘ was to beam the ITV signais from Hampshire to the BBC mast
at Rowridge, then bounce them ofi' the Rowridge mast to Chillerton Down for
re—transmission in the normal way. Yes, all rather daft and very expensive. Fortunately,
in these 625-line UHF days, logic prevails and, inthe great majority of cases, one mast
transmits all four terrestrial channels and often radio as well. Incidentally, BBC 1 and
2, ITV and Channel Four are all now radiated fiom Ronnidge. By the way. it‘s Row
as in 'Cow' and not as in *Low‘.

Among the benefits of membership of the Robert Far-non Society are a regu
Til-page bulletin similar in format and style to 495 Alive as well as exclusive 2,
access to buying production and mood music CB5 not available to the pnbfieg
Many other (305 can be bought at discounted prises — but only by RPS
members!

_ -_ -- - _- _-- _ _ : -  - - . - _ ... _..:___.__,___ _- -_,,_- - -  - - -  - . .  . :  . _.;... _ _ . .  --- - - -  ._. i f .  ..-.-_'."."-'::'::'."'"-_“' '.“::-.
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DAVE J©IHINS©NIS
TELEWUSHCQN MU§EUM

james Hawes KB9EPQ makes an exploration
around a remarkable private collection

Who inheritedjack Benny's vault?
Remember this deepest of pits. this subterranean sanctum. this mysterious
grotto where Benn}r secreted his wealth! Dave lohnson remembers.

Of course. as Dave will tell you. Mr. Bena vault was the greatest
make-believe. It was the folklore of the recent. but fading past. But Dave is
one of the few who know the value of that make-believe.

In his ver}.r own grotto. there are shadows of Bennfs real tl‘EaSUI‘E... Echoes of
golden days that we seek but can never find... Dreams that shimmer like
electrostatic dust from the back of radio and television sets.

Dave lohnson lives in a big, friendly house in Berwvn. Illinois. December 18,
we visited Dave and viewed his splendid collection of antique TV and radio
receivers. Dave greeted us and took us around to the back entrance of the
house. This is the enoance to his cavernous basement. There Dave
introduced us to his charming associate. Barney:r the Cat

Acooily, half a dozen on: live with the johnsons. But only Barney is qualified
to work on the equipment in Dave's museum. Bottom line: Only Barney knows
how to retract his does when inspecting the inlaid veneer! Incidentally Bamev's a
bladt-and-white feline.-so he particularly likes ore-colour TV sets. He knows
all 40 televisions, the 15 radios and all the repair parts. Alfl'lough I didn't check
on his title. I guess-Berna}.Ir is Dave's chief technician.

A I933 monoscope tube greets visitors as they enter the museum. {Station
engineers once used monoscopes to provide test images for equipment calibration
That way, they could obtain a good on-screen image without a camera.) Dave
installed his monoscope in an old oscilloscope chassis. The monoscope's
monitor displa a stationary, monochrome image of one-time star Mary
Eastman.

In Dave's shop was a Western Television mechanical television cl'iassis. That
45-line mechanism. based on the Ulysses Sanahria patent, dates from about
I930. Dave observed that most 45-line, interlaced transmissions originated in
Chicago. Yet. he continued, "Collectors have discovered 45—iine sets
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hundreds of miles from Chicago. That's because the 45—line transmitters
operated on the short-wave band."
imagine! DX hounds nation-wide once received pictures from 45-Iine stations
in Chicago, Kansas City and lowa City.

Among Dave's radios is one of d1e first remote control models. And Dave's
tube collection contains several iconoscopes. the camera tube invented by
Zworykin. These include d1e first ham radio iconoscope. the IB4?. That one
debuted in 1939i We also noted Farnswordfs image dissecbor camera.
Nearby is a multipactor, Farnsworth‘s improved camera with a built-in
electron multiplier.

An RCA TK—il mono television camera dominates d1e main room of Dave's
museum. This dinosaur brought back a flood of memories for me. i trained on
three TK-l [s at University back in the ills. Joe. our teaching assistant, joked
that the only other working TK»I ls resided Smid'lsonian. By now, the ones I
trained on may be there too!

Dave devotes his bad< room to a coilection of console radios. Among d1ese
are fine examples by Philco and Zenid'i. Barney led the way to ‘parts
warehouse'. Wida his tail Barney caressed tubes, chasses, replacement
capacitors and speakers of every site. Dave gestured at a set of metal shelves
in the corner. On one of these shelves stand two sturdy, metal boxes. Each
contains a rugedised, military iconoscope from the nose cone of a
television-guided bomb. But these aren't the high-te:h armaments of the
recent Gulf War. They're surplus fiom World War iii

If you rub Bamefs neck, he'll impersonate Nipper by the pre—war RCA
TRK—l 2 television. But mostly he likes to sleep atop sels with big, octal tubes.
You know, the ones with pleasantly warm filaments. This is definitely not a
seven-pin miniature animal!

Barney also enjoys crawling languidly across the peak of die sofa by Dave's
inkebox. Visitors seated there must scratch his arched back. No doubtabout '
it... Barney knows old This. And Barney definitely knows cat people when he
sees them. In fact, you might say that Barneys the original 'cat’s whisker
detector. Certainly he‘s an appropriate custodian for dusty memories at
Dave johnson's wonderful museum.
Good Stannirllg:I — KB9EPQ.
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A W monitor diapluys the-image item Dave's
1938 monoscepe lube.
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SPOTLIGHT S own We at
Fran: BOB NETHERWAY in BRISTOL

Last Thursday. the 13th April saw the 35th anniversaryr of our refinna! magazine
programme from Plymouth.

it hardly seems like 35 years since we first saw a local news programme. Before that.
the BBC had to send us the output of their Bristol newsroom

On the day in question the programme opened just after the national news. and was
then called Smrdt-West at Six. It was introduced by Sheila Tracey, I cannot remember
who else was there at the time. but not long after that. when the programme was
renamed Spotight, Sheila was joined by joe Pengelly. Peter Crampton {who tragically
died at an early age) and Hugh Scully. {now well known for his appearances in the
Antiques flood -Shnw).

Spotlight has been a friend of mine from that dayr to this. and i now watch it here in
Bristol using a hifia gain aerial and amplifier system.

It charted the voyages of many mariners like that of Donald Crowhurst, who
convinced the world that he had sailed round the globe single handed. and was
proved to be a fraud by Spotlights wead1erman Capt. Craig Rich. It also foliowed the
fortunes of Sir Frances Chichester. who sailed round the world 'honestlv', and also
covered the story“F of the Turner Canyon when it was wrecked off the Scillies in 1966.

The eng'neers at BBC Plymouth tried to pioneer coiour on 405 lines for the West
Country, but the government of the day would not let them. and now the}? lead in
local broadcasting by using satellite links between the outside broadcast sites and the
studios.

My signal here is weak. but watchable On some occasions when there is a lift in
atmospheric conditions. the picture is very good indeed, even enabling me to resolve
teletext and I hope soon. NICAM. _

Ihopethatwhenlam in mvTflslshallsfiIEbeabletoseeSPOdifirtviaadigital'
picture. which I predict will give me a much clearer pictures.
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REFERENCE SECTION
As a 'eleven years on special' and to help keep the memories alive, here is a [randy
transmitter guide. its use is now sadly only historical but it will serve as a reminder
of the British 465-Iine system at its most fullyr developed. Please check it'over {or

errors and send them in; we'll correct them in the next issue. There are several gaps
for missing inforn'Iafion — for instance. did Redmoss and Glenoairn share the same
channel and aerial polarisation as their subsequent replacements!

A LIST OF VHF 465—LINE TRANSMITTERS
n11 transmitters other than main stat ions a re  indented to

the r ight .

BBC
Stat ion Channel, Maximum. In

polarisat ion ERP {kWJ service
date

LONDON RED SOUTH EAST
Alexandra Palace IV 566 2 .11 .36 -1 .9 .39

? .6 .46 -2? .3 .56

Crystal Palace # 16' 266  26 .3 .56
Beahill 3H 6 .15  1966
Eastbourne 5V 6 .65  16 .12 .63
Hastings 4H 6 615 14 .12 .66
Hungerford 4H 6 .625
HEwhaven EV 6 .65
Rye 3H 6 .65

Unford 2H 6 .65  29 .1 .62
Swingate 2H 1 .5  21 .4 .56

Canterbury 5V‘ 6 .63  29 .6 .64
Fnlkestone 4H 6 .64  14 .T .56

HIDLEHBS '
Sutton Coldfield # 4V‘ 166  1? .12 .49

Churchdown Hill 1H 6 .25  29 .11 .65
Hereford 2H 6 .65  14 .9 .64
Northampton 3? 6 .1  1966

EfiST ANGLIA
Peterborough 5H 1 5 .16 .59

Bedford 16H 3 1966
Cambridge 26 6 .1  1 .3 .66

Taoolneston 3H 45 1 .2 .55
Aldeburgh 5V‘ 6 .625
Manningtree 4H 5 22 .5 .62

EUUTH
Howridge # SH 166 12 .11 .54

Brighton 2V‘ 6 .4  5 .6 .59
ventnor 5? 6 .61  4 .5 .64
'Hefmouth 1H 6 .65

Truleigh Hill 3 9 .5 .53
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{Truleigb Hill was a temporary station, replaced by
Brighton-Whitehawk Hill}

WEST
Wenyoe #

Barnstaple
Bath
Marlborough
Swindon

SOUTH WEST
Les  Platons
North Hessary Tor #

Bude
Ukehampton
Sidmouth

Eedruth #
Bodmin
Isles of Scilly

NORTH HEST
Winter Hill #

Donglas
Kendal
Morecambe Bay #

NORTH

Belmont {relay}
Skegness

Holme Mbss #
Scarborough
Sheffield

Swaledale
Hensleydale

NORTH EAST
Pontop Bike #

Richmond
WEardale
Whitby
Sandale #

WALES

BBC Wales programme
Blaenplwyf #

Bolgellau
Ffestiniog
maohynlleth

Haverfordwest #
Ammanford
Cardigan

Llanddona
Holyhead

Hbel-y—Parc #
Betfis-y-Coed #
Llangollen

Wenyoe
fibergavenny
Carmarthen
Kilyey Hill

12?
5?
1H
3H

5H
3?
1H
4y
4H

2H
Llandrindfld fie115#lH
Llanelli
Llanidloes

Page 66

3V
13H

405 ALIVE

100  15 .3 .52
0 .2  1366
0 .25_  1366
0 .025
0 .2  5 .11 .62

1 3 .10 .55
15 11 .12 .54
0 .1
0 .04  13 .2 .64
0 .03
10  26 .2 .62
0 .01
0 .02

125  20 .4 .64
3 20 .12 .53
0 .025  1366
5 3 .12 .62

20  1966
0 .06  3 .3 .63
100  12 .10 .51
0 .5  3 .3 .65
0 .05  24 .5 .60
100  note 1
0 .02

17 1 .5 .53
0 .045
0 .15  21 .2 .66
0 .04
30  5 .11 .56

3 14 .10 .56
0 .025
0 .05
0 .05  23 .6 .65
10 15 .2 .64
0 .02
0 .045
6 15 .5 .62
0 .01  3 .3 .64
20  23 .10 .65
0 .035
0 .035
200  3 .2 .64
0 .03
0 .02  15 .3 .65
0 .5
1 .5  4 .12 .61
0 .015
0 .02
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EBCel programme
Holme Moss # 20 100 12 .10 .51
Sutton Coldfield # 40 100  13 .12 .49
Wenvoe # 50 100  15 .0 .52

Some_parts o f .No r th  and East Hales are served b y ‘ t h e  405 - l i ne  BBC-I
service from Holme Mbss (channel 200 or  Sutton Cbidfield {channel
400 .

Note 1 :  Shown “not yet in service“ in 1969 .  Appears never to have
been opened.

SCOTLHND
Kirk o'Shotts # 30' 100  14 .3 .52

Ashkirk # 10 18 12 .6 .63
Afr 2H 0 .05
Campbeltown 50 0 .5
Dundee Law 20' 0 . 01  13 .2 .64
Fbrfar 5V 5 13 .7 .64
Girvan 40' 0 .02
Loohgilphead 10' 0 . 02
Hillhurn Muir 10 0 .01
Perth 40 0 .025  26 .10 .64
Pitloohry 1H 0 .2  21 .12 .64
Port Ellen 20' 0 . 05
Rosneath 20' 0 . 02
Toward 50' 0 . 25  22 .2 .65

HE1drum.# 4H 17 12 .10 .55
Ballater 10 0 .01
Bressaf 3V 6 15 .4 .64
Drkney 50 15 22 .12 .50
Thrumster 10' 7 15 .12 .50

Redmoss 14 .12 .54
{Redmoss was a temporary station, replaced by HEldrumJ
Hosemarkie # 2H 20  16 .0 .5?

Ballachulish 20 0 .1  10 .3 .63
Fort William. 5H 1 .5  20 .2 .63
Grantown 1H 0 .4  0 .2 .65
Kingussie 5H 0 .035
Hinloohleven 10 0 .005  3 .4 .63
.Melvaig # 40' 25  26 .4 .65
Chan 40 3 22 .6 .63
Penifiler # 1H 0 .025  11 .4 .66
Skriaig # 3H 12 14 .3 .66

Sandale {BBCl Scotland] 6H 10  21 .3 .65

NORTHERN IRELHHD
Divis # 1H 35  21 .1 .55

Ballycastle 4H 0 .05
Brougher Mountain 50' T 24 .2 .64
Kilkeel 3H 0 .025
Larne 3H 0 .05  5 .4 .65
Londonderry 2H 1 .5  10 .12 .53
Haddybenny More 5H 0 .02
Henry 40' 0 .03  15 .3 .65

Glencairn 1 .5 .53
{Glenoairn was a temporary station, replaced.hf Divis}
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INDEPENDENT TELEVISION
Statien

THE BORDERS AND ISLE 0F
Caldheck #

Selkirk.#
Richmond Hill
Whitehaven

CENTRAL SCUTLAHD

Black Hill #
Rosneath

Rethesaf
Lethanhill

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Fremont Point

EAST OF ENGLAND
NBndlesham

Belmnnt
Sandy Heath

LHHCESHIRE

Winter Hill #

LGNDDN
Crayfish #

HIDLHNDS
Liehfield #

Hamburg
Ridge Hill

HDRTH-EHST ENGLAND
Burnhflpe #

NORTH—EAST SCGTLAND
Burris #

Angus
Nbunteagle #

Rumster Forest

Aviemore

NGRTHEEN IRELAND
Black Hhuntain #

Strahane

Ballycastle

SOUTH OF ENGLHND
Chillerten Down #

Newhaven
D00er

SGUTHFWEST ENGLAND
Caradon Hill #

Stockland Hill #
Huntshaw Cress

lFIfinalfill

Channelr
pelarisation

HEN
11H
13?
BE
TV

10?
130
H?
12?

EH

11H

6H

9?

EV

EV
12H

3H

9H
11?
12H

10H

9H

13H

11?

10V

12?
9V
11H

HHISJIJJHFE

Maximum Service
EHP { k W }  date

1 0 0  1 . 9 . 6 1

2 5  1 . 1 2 . 6 1
1 0  2 6 . 3 . 6 5

0 . 1  30.1.63

4 3 5  3 1 . 6 . 5 3
0 . 1  13.12.66
1 3 0 . 0 . 6 0
3 3 1 . 1 . 6 9

1 0  1 . 9 . 6 2

2 0 0  23.10.59

2 0  2 0 . 1 2 . 6 5

3 0  1 3 . 3 . 6 5

1 0 0  3 . 5 . 5 6

35 0 2 2 . 9 . 5 5

40 0  1 3 . 2 . 5 6
3 0  3 0 . 4 . 6 5

1 0  3 0 . 3 . 6 3

1 0 0  1 5 . 1 . 5 9

4 0 0  3 0 . 9 . 6 1
5 0  13.10.65

5 0  3 0 . 9 . 6 1
3 0  2 5 . 6 . 6 5

1 2 9 . 1 1 . 6 9

1 0 0  13.10.59
1 0 0  1 0 . 2 . 6 3
0 . 1  6 . 3 . 3 0

1 0 0  30.8.53

1 3 . 6 . 3 0
1 0 0  3 1 . 1 . 6 0

2 0 0  2 9 . 4 . 6 1
1 0 0  2 9 . 4 . 6 1

0 . 5  22.2.66
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HBLES AND REST flE ENGLAND
St. Hilary {English} # 199' 299 14.1.59
St. Hilary {Welsh} TV 199 15 .2 .65

Bath 9H 9.5 13 .5 .69
hhergayenny 11H. 9.1 23 .4 .69
Breoon EH 9.1 39 .4 .79

Presely # ER 199 14 .9 .62
Arfon 19H 19 9 .11 .62
-Ba1a TV 9.1 26 .1 .6?
Ffestiniog 13? 9.1 29 .2 .69
Llandovery # 11H 9.1 39.9.69
Llandrindod wallss SH 3 1 .3 .69

Mhel-earc 11?" 25  28 .1 .63

YORKSHIRE
Emley Hour # 19V 299 3 .11 .56

Scarborough 6H 1 11 .6 .65
Sheffield 6H 9.1 23 .3 .69

# . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Station still listed in service at 1934 .
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  The later UHF station here carried Yorkshire
Television, not Anglia, programmes.

OTHER BRITISH TRANSMITI'ERS
G3CTS special 12 watts {Note 1}
Tower TV 6 Probably never

transmitted {Note 2 ]
Radio City TV 3 Projected {Note 3 ]
Caroline T9 Projected {Note 4]
EMI Ltd, Hayes 1 {Note 5}
Baird Ltd, Crystal Palace special {Hate 6]

1. GSCTS was the Royal Television Society's mm experimental and
demonstration transmitter in London. operating from 1954 until some time
around 19?9. Vision was on 421MHz 939 {12 1watts peak to aerial feeder},
sound on 423.5MH: [19 watts]. later 439MHz vision {159 watts DC to
transmitter) and 426.5MI-lz sound {45 watts ditto}- An article on this unusual
and indeed unique station appeared in issue 4 of 495 Allie and the Best of
Volume 1 reprint.

2. Pirate television became quite a talking point during the mid—19693,
following the apparent success of the offshore radio stations. Tower TV was
to broadcast from the Sunk Head fort in the sea 14 miles off Walton on the
Naze on the Essex coast. Although photographs exist of a rather
crude-looking industrial {301Mr camera shooting the Tower 'Pv' caption, there
is some dispute whether theyr ever in fact went on the air. The alleged first
reception was at 4.29 AM on Tuesday 9th November 1955. The channel
chosen {5} and power {19 watts}, had Tower ever gone on the air. would
reportedly have caused harm to radio astronomy experiments at Cambridge.

3. City W was a project to broadcast from an ell-Naval minesseeper: it did
not reach reality. though detailed plans were made. These were announced
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on Bth June 1965, following the Govemment's announcernent‘of its intention
to ban cigarette advertising on W from 1st August. Initial capital outlay was
estimated to be USS 35,900 and if advertising support was torthcoming, ‘top
quality' films and news bulletins were to be broadcast on channel 3 (used by
the BBC in Wales, well out of the range of City's projected coverage of
south—east England}.

4- Caroline TV was to be broadcast from a plane, similar to the American
Stratovision experiments of many years previously. It too did not get off the
ground, though photographs of the station idents were issued. In fact the only
successful British offshore television station was in fact T'v' Noordzee, a
British-owned affair on an artificiai island off the Dutch coast. it was a
B25-line affair, operating in Band III, and was declared illegal after a while
[see tntemationai Broadcast Engineer, November 3 December 1964 for a
detailed description].

5. Ellll Ltd had a test transmitter and antenna similar to Alexandra Paiace’s
at Hayes, which was used for tests before Alexandra Palace opened.

3. Baird Ltd operated a 495-line transmitter at Crystal Palace in the late
1939s. Ray Herbert {amateur cailsign GZKU} is one of the few surviving
employees of the aid Baird television company. He started work there in 1933
in the transmitter department and recalls: "They had no camera, hence
nothing to transmit, so they used an electronic generator to make a horizontal
bar. This generator was based on 495 lines and produced horizontal stripes
as a sort of test pattern.

“The intention was to relay events from film (sports events and the like}
within 3 or 4 hours of the event to Gaumont—British cinemas in central London
from the transmitter at the Crystal Palace. This 1virould have used interiaced
495-line scanning to BBC standards.

“The transmitter was located in the South Toner, vrhich had survived
the disastrous fire of 1936 which had destroyed the rest of the Crystal Palace
buildings. Baird used the former School of Arts at Crystal Palace, in the
extreme south-east wing, for aerial teievision experiments {e-g. work for
French government].

"Baird‘s monoscope was used not at Crystal Paiace but at the TV
factory for aligning Tv receivers. This factory was at Worsiey Bridge Road,
Lower Sydenharn.”

The frequency of Baird's transmitter was stated in October 1933 as
5.25 metres, i-e- dBMHz and Ray says: "the transmitter frequencies were not
changed as the aerials [would have] had to be modified and this was a
steeplejack's job. There would he no clash with the BBC as there were no
transmissions from Crystal Palace from about November 1935 except for
spasmodic test with the Edict-line gear {destined} for Alexandra Palace. At a
later date Baird transmitted his colour pictures on 3Tlvi. Cur [airborne]
system [for the French air force] was 490 lines sequential on 51 MHz”

T. Radio Astronomy. Channel 6 was used for radio astronomy
experiments at the Muilard Radio Laboratory, Lords Bridge, near Cambridge-
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IRiSH REPUBLIC

Main transmitters
Kippure {Co. Dublin} 1H lflfl  opened 1951,

closed 31 .1 .?9
or  13 .2 .?9

Truakmore (Co. S l igo i  ll? 100  c losed  2T .3 .Tfl
or 23 .B  18

These closure dates are taken from official records; probably the first date is the proposed
one and the second the adual date of closure.

Low-poner transposers
Dublin {Donnybrook} 3V 25W closed 1 .11 .?3
Fanad {Co. Donegali  TH 1 closed 15 .6 .32
Letterkeony

(Co. Donegali EV 1 until 23 .11 .93 *
Hoville l td .  Donegal} 12v 2 due to close

end 1983
Hooaghan lflH 1 .6  not available

* The 1990 date was given by RTE but is clealty wrong; the station was due to close at the
end of 1983. Further research needs to be done with regard to opening and closing dates.

A LIST OF VHF 441-LINE TRANSMi'ITERS
FRANCE
Paris {E i f fe l  Tower! Splv 3Dkfi 26 .3 .3?

Note: The station started transmissions on reduced power in August 193? for
the lntemational Exhibition; full power started with the official inauguration on
3.4.38. it was planned that it should continue in operation until 1953 but it
was destroyed by fire on 3.1.56. Various line standards between 455 and 441
were used during this period.

GERHANY

Berlin II?" dW Late
autumn 38

Brooken I v' — Apri l  39
Feldberg II?" - Bot

opened

Note: An exact date for the opening of the Berlin-Witzieben transmitter is
not stated. Fever was originally tdkw. The station was destroyed by
bombing on 26.11-43.

Bracken was transmitting experimentally using its own telecine in April
1939. There was no link from Berlin. Two months tater the transmitter was
taken over for military purposes.-

Fetdberg was to have served Frankfurt am Main. In early 1946 only
the sound transmitter had been fitted and this too was removed for military
use in the autumn of that year.
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The transmitter for Munich was oompteted and tested in the Elector];r but
never installed.

HETHERLAHDS
The pre—war 485-line experimental sound and vision transmitter operated by
Philips Ltd at Eindhoven used the same frequencies as London {AP}-
{Wireless World Guide to Broadcasting Stations, fourth edition]-

SOUND AND VISION CARRIER FREQUENCIES
Channel designation Sound Vision.

BRITISH ISLES

l 41.58 45.88
2 48.25 51.15
3 53.25 58.25
4 58.25 81.?5
5 83.25 88.25
8 1T8.25 118.15
1 131.25 154.75
8 188.25 189.25
9 191.25 154.15
18  198.25 199.25
11 281.25 284.25
12 288.25 289.25
1 3  211.25 214.25
14 218.25 219.25

Note: Channel 14 allocated but not used- Relatively' few tuners were
equipped for this channel.

iqifiNCE

Specia l  42.88 48.88

Note: This channel was used by the transmitter in Paris {Eiffel Tower).

GERMANY

I 48.81 42.88
I I  45.88 4T.88
I I I  58.88 52.88

Note: Berlin used channel ll. Ho stations were allocated to channel III.
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TALES FROM THE INTERNET

LeAnne Davis {e-mari': £eAnne.Davfs@ri cam) asks:
I have a twelve year old son who has caught the bug here and he is
now interested in helping me repair an old RCA ”N that was left in our
1894 Queen Anne home by a previous owner. The stem on the picture
tube [CR1] is broken and wouldn‘t you know I left my notes about the
markings on the tube at home this morning? Are these old picture tubes
still available anywhere? It is a Philco picture tube and I think it had a 5
or six digit alpha—numeric part number seems like i remember like a
1TCP-4 or something like that. _

The label inside the W warned for the consumer not to try to
replace that particular tube. Are there any dangers l need be aware of
when and if I can find a replacement tube? 1 do have a BSEE and feel
like I could handle the disassembly and re-assembly pending, of
course, the procurement of the picture tube.

Hank van Cieef replies:
"Did RCA TV" with a 'Philco picture tube' covers a lot of territory. First of
all, is this a color or  a black-'and-white set? Secondiy, if it was built
after about 1955, the design and construction was, to put it bluntly,
likely to be "instant electronic junk.“ You will want to look the set over
very carefuily before spending a iot of time an  effort on it. If it is built
with Compactrons and has a lot of paper-base phenolic etched circuit
boards, you are looking at a real labor of love to get it working again,
and at a design that probably has severe bandpass and ringing
problems in the lF amplifier and video section.

11’d is, by the way,_a vaiid CRT type. it is a 1? inch rectangular
CRT with a non-aluminized screen, magnetic focus, and an  ion trap
magnet, placing it in the 1951—55 period, and might be worth the effort.
0n replacement CRTs, about alt t can suggest is to get on the phone to
CRT rebuilders and start looking for someone who either handles old
CRTs or who can rebuild yours. You may get some “you‘ve got to be
kidding me' responses, but keep trying and asking — probably one
service shop works on older stuff and knows sources of supply. There is
some interchangeability between 1? inch CRT types, but you'll have to
consider the mounting method. Check that the Philco CRT is the
originai RCA type, not a substitute. An RCA set would have had an
RCA CRT originally.

If you do decide to put some time and effort into it, you will
probably have to replace all of the larger fixed capacitors, and may
have to replace all of the molded carbon resistors as well.

Test equipment needed will be a good VOM or DVM of some
sort, an  RF generator capable of operating up through 42MH: sine
wave {for [F alignment}, and an oscilloscope (not mandatory, but it
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sure makes life a lot easier). Voltages involved run between 150 and
45D in the receiver and CRT deflection circuits, and the high voltage
supply {flyback type} delivers 12—t4k‘v' for a typical B&W 1}" inch CRT.

There should be a model number, and  perhaps a chassis
number, on the set someplace. For schematic diagrams and service
info, you can check your local library for "Sams' {Howard W. Sams Co.)
"Fotofact" info, or get Antique Electronic Supply to copy and send you
the appropriate info, once you have a definite modelfchassis
identification.
Hank van C feef File Union Institute
E—rnafi vancfeef@nercom.corn or vancfeefélrmncom

Anybody know tor- sure whenhvhy pedestal or 'set-up' was added to
the television signal? I‘ve heard two stories about why it was done.
Since a more positive video signal {more toward white) means
increased carrier modulation, set-up was supposed to save money on
the transmitter's power bill. The other story says it was to overcome
sloppy sync separation in receivers, since set-up increased the distance
from sync tip to black. Do both of these sound true? -—i‘ih'r Mullen.

Yup. I broke out Terman 1956, which discusses the BatW and color
NTSC standards, and which is a bit more explicit about the pedestal
than the Zworykin-lv'lorton material. This is what I get for relying on
memory when I haven‘t even thought-about the [ES-13ft] signal for at
least 15 years [I'm one of those folks who owns a W set, but can‘t
remember when he lost turned it on—long enough ago that it may not
work if I turn it on now, which translates into about three years).

The horizontal rate is 65.5 microseconds (there is a typo in
Terman giving 53.5)- The horizontal sync pulse generator at the
transmitter operates at double the 15.75kHz rate and is gated to
transmit every other pulse except during the front part of the pedestal.
The pedestal repeats every 16.6? milliseconds. One linescan, it rises,
with the first of six double-time equalizing pulses at the middle of a
horizontal line. On the other scan, it rises at the end of a horizontal
line, but with the some six double—speed equalizing pulses. This is
followed by an inverted pattern of six double speed pulses, and then
by another upright pattern of six more doubie speed puises.

This adds up to eighteen equalizing pulses in three segments of
time for three lines each. The middle inverted pattern is what is
integrated to provide the vertical sync signal in the receiver. The
purpose of the equalizing pulses is to space the vertical sync signal
back from the pedestal rise and setup the integrator for the vertical
sync signal with a train of double—speed pulses so that the integrator
and sync pulse don't have significant jitter as a result of the half linei‘full
line beginning point of the pedestal on alternate scans, and the trailing
equalizing pulses assure there is no jitter in the unblanking. Terman
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gives the effective unblanked picture as about 432 lines, so the
pedestal continues well beyond the nine lines of equalizing pulses.

Zworykin's description begins with a very detailed drawing of
interlace lines, but the drawing is for aneven-tine system, which would
require the vertical rate to shift back and forth, and there is no
comment on the equalizing pulses, even though the same pattern was
used in the 441 line system. — Hank van Cieef.

After reading Hank‘s latest on the television signal {unabashed
tip-o'—the—hat here: Love this man's writing. He's obviously not spent all
his time in the lab.}, it dawned on me that what I know as pedestal is
something completely different. i had always thought it was
synonymous with set-up —- the [SIRE block level that occurs whenever
the signal is unbianked. That's why I was wondering when this came
about. As far as i know, television had started out simply using
blanking levei as the black floor, and pedestallset-up (the British call it
'lift’) was added later on for transmitter power savings or receiver
manufacturer reputation saving. Or have I been using the term
pedestal incorrectly? What Hank described sounds like what l've
heard called the hammerhead, so termed because of its appearance
on a CRT. — i‘i‘m Mullen

it's been over 50 years since i rode 'a gain control at the transmitter’,
and l have never been into video, but i am pretty sure that the
explanation of the equalizing pulses proffered above is quite wide of
the mark. The equalizing pulses do not I‘forcle the horizontal oscillator
to shift forward a half-line". The horizontal time base in the receiver
operates with a fixed time interval, which does not vary due to the
equalizing pulses. The purpose of the equalizing pulses, is to prevent
the differing temporal relationship between the horizontal and vertical
pulses in alternating fields, from affecting the vertical timebase, and
messing up the interlace. Terman's book, Electronic and Radio
Engineering has an expianation of what the equalizing pulses are for
and how they work.

My memory is fuzzy, so i may be mistaken, but I think the
transmitter that I knew, did modulate relative to the pedestal. i think
the modulator clamped the pedestal to a fixed level. In the control
room, the transmitter control panel had a video gain control that
controlled the amount of video modulation, and a second control that
adjusted the height of the sync pulses, as I remember it. This was all
monitored on a special Tektronix Television waveform monitor.

The term 'pedestal’. The receiver does not “shift the horizontal
oscillator forward a half—line“ during the vertical sync interval. it’s the
vertical timebase that has to handle this 'bosy time’ well, to maintain
proper interface- The problem is that the vertical interval may vary
from field to field, if things are not handled properly. —John Hymn
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l've read the Zworvkin book some more, and see the term 'pedestal'
used in a few places, although it is not in the index. So far as I've seen,
Zworykin's comments on the signal characteristics are the same as the
comments Chuck Miller made at Tektronix in the sixties, with one
exception. Chuck said that the 1941 standard was chosen to give the
some resolution as 16mm home movies. However, this is the SEE—line
standard, which post-dates Zworykin's book by about a year.

On the signal choices:

1. Black-going positive {i.e., the modulation peaks) allow:
a .  Noise is black, not white flashes.
b. Sync blanking is embedded in the signal, and does not have

to be filtered out of the video going to the CRT.

2. Blacker-than-black horizontal svnc pulses provide DC restoration at
the end of everyr horizontal line. With 525 line, this is 63 microseconds;
with 441 line, i'ri microseconds. A reference time constant of about 2013
microseconds in AC coupling is enough to assure that the signal does
not undergo a significant DC shift from left to right, so the floor of video
amplifier bandpass can be relativelv high. (These are mv numbers, not
Zworvkin's).

5. Use of a long-dwell pulse for vertical blanking allows a very simple
svnc separation set-up; essentiallv an RC differentiator for the
horizontal, an RC integrator for the vertical.

4. The double-rate horizontal equalizing pulses force the horizontal
oscillator to shift forward a half—line [52 microseconds on 525 line)
during the vertical sync blank interval. While l don't think Zworvkin
mentions AFC oscillator control [which didn't app-ear in post-war
production until around 1950, as I recall}, it is no great engineering
feat to shift the DC level to the sync input of an EcclesJordan "bistable
multivibrator" by integrating the equalizing pulses or to create a DC
bias in an AFC trigger, and to control it so that it is close to a 52
microsecond move across the blanking interval.

Zworvkin talks about using the pedestal as a DC corrector signal
inthe transmitter. i haven't read all of this, but i suspect that he is
reterring to a compression scheme here, to maintain an a;:.«pro'.irimatel',rr
constant light level on the viewing CRT without having to. have
someone ride a gain control at the transmitter diligently.

— Hank van Cleer‘

The pedestal is the proper reference point for the video. Well designed
receivers will use it for reference {DC restoration}- More poorlv
designed receivers often use the tip of the svnc pulse for reference. But
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the sync pulse is a higher level, and thus more susceptibie to
compression through the video chain, making its use as a reference
rather choncy.

l have seen circuits on video recorders where the sync is
purposely clipped to reduce the peak—to-peak excursions oi the video,
thus making more dynamic range available for the visible video. There
is then a circuit to restore the sync pulses to their full level on
playback. — Donar‘d Bore “ski

The evolution of broadcast technology, programming and personalities.
Tour the NBC radio studios as they appeared in 193i]. Tour the facih'ties of
WMQ-TV as they appeared in 19511.

hftp:iinmv.mcs.neti~flchsamfhome.hflni

Aft“ Jacob Munroe in Monitor asked
Can anyone give me some hints about the prices and availability of aid
TV sets from the forties, early titties? The smaller the screen, the better! I
would guess they are collectors items, .but they occur very seldom in
this newsgroup!

Andy Emmerson replies:
Market values and collector-desirability tend to baffle newcomer
collectors since they are idiosyncratic and appear to follow strange cult
trends. But what is logical is that collectors are prepared to pay high
prices for clean, undamaged articles and extremely low ones for items
that are detective in any way. in other words, scratched cabinets or
missing knobs and back panels make a set worth only a quarter of the
price it would fetch complete.

Top favourites are immediate post-war sets; many of these use
pre-war. circuitry and look very antique. Ekco even made a mirror-lid
set, which fools many people into thinking it's pre—war. Note that these
sets have transformer Ei-lT supplies, so they are LETHAL to tinkerers.
Price: £160 or more for a good one.

Anything with a bakelite cabinet is very collectable. This means
the Bush W12 and W22, also the two GEC bokelite—cabinet sets. Expect
to pay £200, even for a non—worker.

Next favourites: single-channel sets, such as the Hl'vl’vr 130m and
the Pye and lnvicta 9' screen table top and console {floor—standing)
sets. All of these are attractive (the cabinets of the Invicta clones are
more strikingly designed} and the consoles are not as desperately
heavy and big as other consoles. Price: £100 or more for a good one.

Most other 19485 and 19505 sets have very little collector appeal
or value. it's sad because they are often as interesting! Table sets, with
9" or 12" screens, always attract more interest than console sets, simply
because they are easier to store and display.
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Good sources at supply: charitv shops, provincial furniture
auctions, amateur radio swapmeets, general boot sales and, of course,
the smail advertisements in 4'05 Alive, the only magazine in the world
devoted to vintage television.

And Keith Schengir'r'floberts replied?
I don‘t know where you are iocated, but here in Toronto there is a
deaier called Gary Barton who runs a shop called llPopular Culture",
which deals primarilv with stuff trom the ’Sfls to '505. He also deals in
old W sets, and almost single-handedlv acquired the sets for Moses
Znaimer‘s MZTV Museum collection {httpy‘fivwm criynccontfmztv). He is
generally open on Saturdays, and his phone number is {416} 504 268?.
Last time I saw his warehouse, he had several dozen oid W sets to
offer, including at Feast one pre—war set l  recognized, one or two
bakeiite This, and a few others from the 40s and plentyr from the 505
(including about a halt—dozen Predictas at various modeis). i have my
eve on an old 40s Motoroia set, which was going for about $200 Cdn.
or so.

Don‘t know how he is with pricing on the other sets, but I've
picked up severe! nice radios tram him in the past, inciuding an
Addison, RCA Radiola 55 and a rep-wood faced speaker from the Ellis.
Highlv recommended.
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You've almost finished the magazine so who cares if the
rest of these snippets are a bit off-topic...

Subject: Nostalgia Digest
Imitation is the Most Sincere Form of Flatter;r
I mppose that's what the Police Squad gang thought as they set out to do their
dead-on send-up of a late fifties cop show. Am I the out},r one who did not realize that
Police Squat is a camp-up of Magma? [No Police Squad bonnws very little fi'osn
Mniquad really,r — out},r the theme in feet -— but Flatt}; fi'ont 1956s TV top shows in
general. AE] imagine my surprise when I loaded the VCR with an Ari-Squad ep fondlyr
president by Dr. Ron Evans and lo and behold ~— the Police-1W theme began.

vou didn't know this before, I do suggest getting a hold of a few oopies of this slink=
type-3r police drama About vhf-Squad; The Big Blue Book of Television says the
following: '

_M-SQUAD__ [NBC]
First telecast: Sept; an, 195?. Last telecast: Sept. i3. Ivan.
Cast:
Lt. Frank Ballinger - Lee Marvin
Captain Greatr -— Paul Newlan

"l'he M-Squad was art-elite group of plainclothes doteca'ves working to fight
orgnieed crime in Chicago. LL Frank Bailinger was one of these top
detectives who worked, as did most of the other members of M—Squad, by
himself. Bailinger was a hard-nosed cop with no romantic interests. His
commanding officer, and the man who assigned him to most of his cases1 was
Capt. Grey. Lee Marvin starred as .Ballinger, who also served as narrator of
the series.

The original M-Stfuad theme had been composed by the show’s musical
director. Stanley Wilson. At the start of H—Squad's second season. however.
the original theme was replaced by a more jazz-oriented tune composed by
Count Basie. [damn close if not identical to the Police Squad meme- KCS]
which was also known as The Theme From nil-Squad."

' More than you ever wanted to know.

To post a message to NOSTALGlA-L send email to: NOSTALGA—L@uscedu
To (un}subscribe to NOSTALGIA—L send mail to: listprot@uscedu
with: {UH}SUBSCRIBE NOSTALGln-L volume in the body of the message.

From: dlock@i1.leteoni.eoin [Bic]: Loehte} _ ”—
Subject: Martin Kane '
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As others wiil probably note, it was Mark Stevens who layed Martin Kane and |l'Jraig

Stevens who was Peter Gunn. The Kane series leads went like this: William Gargan
originated the role in 1949 and played it through the 195E season. Lloyd Nolan took
over for about a year. Nolan was a fine actor, but he had notable memorizing his lines,
which may be why he was replaced by Lee Tracy. Tracy, who played the role until
'53, would solve the problem of  a short show by taking minutes lighting his pipe (firll
of the sponsor‘s Old Briar tobacco) and shaking out the match. It was amazing how
inventive he could be with that match. Stevens took over from '53 until the show went
oi? the air. It came back a few years later, sort of. It was filmed in London for
syndication with William Gargan hack in the role.

I'm not sure if Nolan also played the part on radio, but seem to recall that he
did.

Editor’s note: Here we have an American television series filmed in Tendon. Can
anyone say if  i t  was ever screened over here?

This next snippet may just strike 0 chord with those oi us who may
occasionally s t ruggle with broodcost archives. No  further comment is
necessary!

From: Adrian_Cosentini@nypE.org
Subject: Museums
A couple of days ago Bob Jennings made some comments concerning museums
dealing with broadcasting history. Early in my career as an audio engineer I had the
good fortune to work at The Museum of Broadcasting, now known as the Museum of
Television and Radio here in New York City.

This was a great job for me since most of my time was spent nemastering and
restoring old-time radio. I mean think of it, spending 35 hours a week working on
Fred Alla], Jack Benny, Orson Welles, HM. KaItenboro, Rudy Vallee etc. etc. The
problem was the money. Most non-profit institutions pay peanuts. Especim if you’re
not management- In a town like New York where everything is expensive, the kind of
salaries these institutions are willing to pay people will not attract the most talented or
conscientious people to stay.

I'm not saying that the people who work there don't care or aren‘t talented.
There are many fine people who work at these institutions. But they are underpaid and
very overworked. i get the impression that the main focus of The Museum of
Television 3!. Radio is ftmd raising. Of course that's important and they should do it.
But in this whirlwind of fimd raising I feel certain priorities get lost. Something as
sintpie as cataloguing falls behind, especially if you go through three difl’erent
cataloguers in four years.

So you have a situation where there is  all these radio shows ready to be listened
to but they've never been put in the main database. The radio fan and the researcher in
particular never get a chance to hear the program. It’s true that a lot of material that
gets donated will just sit in a vault for a long time befiire someone gets around to
making it or a copy accessible. Of course the big problem with that is things can get
lost or liorgotten about.

The solution for any potential donor of materials is, don‘t give them the
original. Make arrangements to have it copied and donate the copy. l know that the
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sound engineers at The M ofT&R are vmy good {I trained them); The video engineer
is a very dedicated hard working person But you wouldn't believe the amount of work
that gets dumped on these guys. And the same goes for most of the workers there.

They are put in a real tight spot. That's why most people don‘t stay too long.
Whenever you have a situation with a relatively. high turnover, work tends to slow
down because of all the retraining. And with the specialised knowledge one needs for
most of the jobs there, things get lost in the shuffle.

I'm not _ criticising the people who work at the M of res. However, the
efficiency should {must} be improved if this kind of institution can be of real service
to the public-

Adrian Common”, Aufio Engineer.

From: Tim Mullen
Subject: IS-cycle power

Harry Dodsworth wrote:
> I had assumed from the discussion about the persistence of25 cycle power in
> Dntario that the switchover date to 60 cycle was before the introduction of TV.
> TV transmission began in Canada in the mid 1956s although sets wme sold before
> that date to receive US stations. 1 was surprised to see a floor model TV in a local
> thrift store today which was espoused to work on 1 11v. 25 or 60 cycles power. The
> set was a (Canadian) Admiral Super Cascade model (32225): with a chassis 22A3X
> and picture tube EIEPdB. The same store had an RCA New Vista tube TV model
> TCSSSD (the ‘New Vista’ tuners used nuvistors, miniature vacuum tubes developed
> during the Korean war for ill-IFIUHF circuitry. Note the play on wordsl].

RCAL made a special version oftbeir 1939 TRK—12 for use with 50H: power in Los
Angeles. Not sure ifthis was continued with the TEE-120 released in 194D or if it—
extended to the other models of the pro-war line.

From: dmcintyr®acsucalgaryma (Deane l]. McIntyure]
Newsgroups: recanfiqmsradio-I-phoun
Subject: Re: :5 cycle power
Date: 5 May 1996 11:49:20 4160!}

In article <4mhfigg$kg5@fi‘eenet-news.carleton.ca>,
Hany Dodsworth <af8?’i@FreeNet.Carleton.CA> wrote:
>
> I had assumed from the discussion about the persistence of 25 cycle power in
Ontario that the switchover date to fill cycle was before the introduction of TV.

1vhtheniwasair.id growingupinasmalltownuear Torontoin the fiflswehad aZS
cycle RCA 1‘? inch table model set that was made in 1953 (in Montreal} just after
television transmissionhad started in Canada. It worked just fine on 60 cycles.

I can't remember if our 1954 DLIIHOIII was 2.5!60 cycles or just of} cycles. 1 also
remember 25 cycle radio sets. Second hand stores were still trying to sell 25 cycle
electric clocks as late as the late ‘i'fl's in Ontario. Buyer beware. .. .. ..
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Incidentally television first became available in Ontario in 194? what the first Detroit
stations went on the air. Toronto was served fi'om WHEN Bufi'alo starting in 1948.
The first Canadian stations, at Toronto and Montreal, opened in Sept 1952. By the end
of 1954 all major Canadian cities had a television station.

From: 'Bob films
Subfect: Neon bulbs
>> What happens to a neon bulb with age? Does itjust stop?
>> Is it possible to tell ifone is near the end of useful life?

To which Hank van Cleef responded:

> The little NE-Z solder-ins in the horizontal amplifier of an old Tek
> scope are one common fault area General symptom is increase in firing
> voltage, or won't fire at all. Also, some of them are light-sensitive,
> and will fire in light, won‘t fire in the dark.

A for-mm" 0T associate of mine told me many war stories of his eapmiences. lIZIInce be
related a-tale of how his company built some TTY switching gear fill of- NE-Zs that
worked like a charm during system test. This gear was mtclosed in a 19" rack with
doors on the front and back. After testing, the doors were closed and the unit was
shipped to the customm, whereupon it failed to filItG‘liOfl reliably. After much
head-scratching and pondering, the problem became obvious: the FIE-2's were being
operated inthe dark! Astnallfiuormcentlightfixttuewasinstafled onthecabinet
ceiling and the system worked withtmt a bitch

I remember that story every time I see the NE-E pilot lights in my switched
outlet strips flickering in a darkened room. As soon as the lights come up, they assume
fiJll brilliance. Apparently, a few extra photons help excite the gas mwgh to lower the
ionisation point.

[or = old-timer; m = teletype]

From: Rhett George
Richard in Sacramento asked about neon bulbs — the boatauchor version of an LED.
The neon is slowly adsorbed into the inside of the glass envelope ifthe bulb just sits.
1When operated, the neon ions are given a fair velocity and re driven into the surface at
a greater rate. Twenty years of storage may not afi‘ect the bulb, but twenty years of
opmation may be expecting too much. As the available number of neon atoms drops,
the light gets dimmer. The inside of the envelope may darken with metal shaken loose
fi'om the electrodes and deposited there. This is a parallel effect, not directly related to
loss of neon. When the neon pressure gets suficiently low, the light may go on and of
randomly, sigalling end of usefiil life.

Several of us have speculated on the possibility of healing such a bulb for 3 to
4 horns to liberate a few neon atoms {tom the surface and see if some improvement in
a well-used bulb is noticeable.

When the bulb is used for voltage reference, loss of atoms equates to increased
dynamic resistance and probably increased voltage drop. Hope this helps.
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From: Emii Switeer
Subject: Soldering tales
in the spring of 1943, when I was 13 years old, I set out to build a regenerative l-tube
receiver I had read of in a Mechmsic Illustrated article.

I had no soldering iron, but had read of what you had to do to solder so I tool:
a family table metal table knife and heated it on the eye of an electric stove until a stick
of solder I had gotten at a hardware store would puddle on it. It had a green end and
said ‘rosin core’ on it while other rolls at that store had a red end and were labelled
‘acid core’. I think the display may have stated that the rosin core was for electrical
work; in any event, in some manner I had learned that rosin core was edict you were
supposed to use. Also I had heard that you melted the solder on the metal of the wires
or tube socket pins you were wanting to ‘wet’, not on the ‘iron’ itself —- in this case
the knife. Fortunately there were few joints.

The radio ‘worked’ as described in the article, and had no bad joints. I found it
in abort ofstufl’I was moving the other day, put in one D cell, a new 134, and a 9 volt
battery, and it talked just like it had 52 years earlier. My father's old cigar box it was
built in was sad shape, but a lot of mending tape fixed that.

About half way through the soldering process, my mother discovered what I
was doing and took great exception to melting metal on her stove. I had to adjourn to
the basement and use the top of a cast iron wood harming water heater stove to finish
the job. Stove ‘eyes’ of the era were flat ceramic plates with spiral groves in them
with the heater element exposed in the groves... each end on the ‘high’ position were
at a hill 120V AC to ground, so it was probablyjust as well I was chased ofl‘before I
had accidentally touched the all one piece metal knife to the spiral too close to a ‘hot’
end. -

A point here is, that a ‘lrid’ could and did make satisfactory solder joints with a
minimum of instruction and very crude, make—do equipment, so in the post war
‘I-Ieathltit ma’, there should be no reason others could not do just as well or better, if
they read and followed basic principles.

ADE YOU A DADIDDHILE BEADED?
At present a sis—issue subscription to the leading vintage radio magazine costs just £13*. Do
yourself a favour by sending off your subscription now so that you will miss no more issues!
A sample issue will be sent for £300“. Simply fill in the form below [or copy on to plain
paper) as appropriate and post to: The Radiophile, “Larkhill”, Newport Road,
Woodseaves, Stafl’ord, STZIJ “NP. [Telephoneifan BITBS M96]
*Unri‘ee’flbgtiara nag}; omissefis‘forsd’esrreg femrmnpate — air steel-w; phase
I wish to subscribe to The Radiophjle I to receive a sample copy, and enclose a cheque for
36....
Name {Please use block capitals}
Address-

Pnst Pndr-

Telephone No. (optional, in case we need to contact you urgently}
ss rave-f that she no heat charger meow we tanner eager credit care? or“nee—sterfihgpamas

RADIUM-HIE READERS RECEIVE PRIOR NOTICE OF All, OUR MANY
EVENTS THAT TAKE PIACE THROUGHOUT THE YEARL_
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The}! 581' file old iokes are the heel one: bill ufler reading
illis hoary old home. ullrilwled In Hark lushneil, l'ln ml

. REWARD ..
50D MICRIIFARADS IS flFFERED FDR THE INFGRRIATIIIN
LEADING T0 THE ARREST [IF A HOP-A-LBNG CAPACITY.
THIS ENCERI'IFIED CRIIIIINAL ESCAPED FRDH A WESTEN
PRIMARY CELL WHERE RE HAD BEEN CLABIPED IN
AWAITING THE GAUSS CHAlIlBER.

HE IS CHARGED WITH THE INDUCI‘IDN OF AN 18  TURN
GIRL NAMED IIIILLI HENRY WHII WAS EIHIND CHOEED
AND RDRRED 0F VALIJ'ARIE JDULES. IS ARMED
WITHACARBONRODANDISAPII ' I ‘ENTIALIEIILER.
CAPACHYISALSIICHARGED WI’I ‘ I IADRI‘I ’ INGADC
MDTDR am A WHEATSTBNE BRIDGE AND REFUSING
TD LET THE RAND-PASS.

[E ENCOUNTER]!!! RE MAY REFER SERIES 0]"
RESISTANCE. THE EIECIIIDIIRITI‘I’ E EDRCE SPENT TM]
NIGHT SEARCHING FDR HIM IN. A MAGNETIC FIELD,
WHERE HE HAD GRNE T0 EARTH. THEY HAD NI!
SUCCESSANDRELIEVEDHEHADETURNEDDHDIVIAA
SHIIRT CIRCUIT.

REWASIAST'SEENRIDINGAKHDCYCLEWITHHIS
FRIEND EDDY CURRENT WHII WAS PIA‘EING A
HARMONIC...

And finally, the best laugh I have had it: ages (and yes, spotted on my computer
screen}. Someone started 011' an amazing thread by wfitihg

I could never figure wk): anjmte woflfie' buy one of those Casio “Homeroom which
foooeporafe a remote omn‘ro! for your TV. Most remote control teIIiee come with or
remote eonfiofl

To which the reply name:

I now have :1 Casio wrtse remote... :—) I love mmoymg the footie mile or the local
pub (oer-itching Wofi'ot o emu-13:11 momemfi

and...
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'3' They are siiii ovoiiohie fiom H. Samuel; Argos, etc. at £49. Other fiin things to
(b:

*3 Teen up the mtwne on ALL teiiies in the winihnv ofDirons, Corgis, etc. :9: which
the young spotty soiennon goJinnate;- with on orinfiit ofremotes :-j

*3 Convince your-fiends they have a ghost in the house or their brand-new 33inch
TV is blacker-ed by switching it ofifi’chongmg chorntetsi'ohone.

'i' Use the town ’ function to copy cor churn remotes test set then: ofii’nirn them ofi
4* Snitch of the security ctuneros at Min-its (E Sparks 1-]

<15: Ford Escort ad. theme masie> 'li’iait Joyce do with yours .1"

Regards, Naughty Nigel.

> “Use the learn fimction to copy car alarm remotes and set them ofli'tum then off.”
> Does that really work?

Ohwdtmhetchol
Ihoveofi'iendcoiieitflhoih'i, hetmsioodsomoneyornimahessnreweoit

know it. He bought a hrwai new Ford Escort mi m-reg) had a £699 atom
installed. He was boasting about how it was thiefirrooj; I managed to get hoiii' of his
remote, copied it into the notch Bette-itr him a teimer I count get into his car in a
cosmic seemeis Hiiianit setting off the atone Needless to soy, £19 coiiecteti to the
sound ofjow hitting cement 1-)
ifigei.

TREASURES IN TRANSITION
FOR SALE: Link 192 caption camera, hi'w 1” vidicon type, switchable
495i625, with lens, 19” rack control unit, cables and documentation.
Est-Racecourse Technical Services, £29 to good home. Also an RCA
twin-carousel slide projector, which would go extremely well with the
caption camera —— the two are made for each other! This one is part of the
original equipment of Anglia TV in Norwich [has their badge on it
somewhere], complete with accessories and documentation, £59.
Associated-Rediflusion 495-line cit-air receiver, valve type. used as check
receiver at Wembley Studios. Effectively a complete TV receiver without
the picture tube and speaker {just connect your video monitor and audio
amplifier]. Built as a 19” rack-mount unit, 19?? tall, mains powered, with
full documentation, £29. findy Emmerson, 91694—644139.

BOOKS FOR ShIJi: BBC ENNUAL 1935. £15. Very rare in this larger
annual' format. This copy is in excellent condition. Usually sells for twice
the price. BBC HANDBOOK 1939. £19. Another reasonably scarce edition.
Some nice pictures of the BBC's pro-war ritilohfle Television Unit’ and studio
scenes. VGC. No dtw. ATV SHOW BU'DK No. 1. Adprint 195?. £8 Almost
mint copy of this popular ATV pictme-hock series. Plenty of early itTV
shows featured with lots of production photographs of {TV stars. SEE IT
HAPPEN - The Making Of I'I'N. Geoffrey Cox. 1933. £5. Fascinating
illustrated history of H‘N. TE? 1932. £6. Getting scarcer. 1T9“ annual. 1993
£3. No spine paper. Plenty of HIV studio shots. WORLD RADIO AND TV
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HANDBDDK. 19?3. 19%. £3 each. DOCTOR WHO ANNUAL No. 1. £5.
Slightly scuffed cover. THE BLUE PETER BOOK OF THEWSIDN. £3 VGC.
ESSENTIALS UF- ELECTRICI'I'Y FUR RADIO AND TEIEVISEUN, Slurtzberg
and Dsterheld. Puh. McGraw Hill 1950. Illustrated. No dlw £5.
All heels clean and in vge. Postage £1 per back. Contact Dicky Hawaii
01 245-441 81 1 .

FOR SALE: Four early post-war TVs: Pye LUBE], LV3D, We, Marconi VTfiflA
plus many service sheets — £100 the lot. Derek Warnett, {1143?439101? near
Milford Haven {NS}.

SEIJJSWAP: HIHEV single-channel wood-case set, splayed legs, gold
flip-front and trim. nice cabinet, screen size 1?”? Prefer swap for anything
radiolI'U, else sell cheap. Dave lerrom 01252-510143 {Farnbcrough, Hunts.
NS}.

FREE: {IV-2100 tapes free to anyone collecting [from West London}. These
tapes contain various Thames Television training films from the early
192305, one Open University progrannne, two shows with studio talk back
for training. Also, several race and U—matic tapes with shows such as
Harrell, Rainbow and Bless This House, direct horn video tape, not off-air. As
there are no rareldeleted programmes amongst any of these, they will be
disposed of if  they are of no interest to anyone. Call Neil Ingoe on 0181—89-0
7633.

WANTED: AKBT microphone wanted by private collector, top price paid.
Please telephone Tony on 01495-223864 after 'Fpm and weekends.

hflflRflPHflNES WANTED: any broadcast quality microphone designed
over 2!] years ago would he of interest. Richard Lamont, tel: {113155-812 F84
[e-mail: richard@stonix.dernon.co.uk]

WANTED TO BUTr DR EXCHANGE: Sound tapes for Tefifirn machines.
Collector is interested in corresponding with. anyone with an interest in
these early cassette recorders. Klaus Simon, Tempelstrasse 3, n-sssrr
Gelnhausen, Germany. Phonelfax +49 6851-69635 {NS}.

WANTED: Can anyone help? I would love to see again the following old
BBC hiw TV series: The River Flows East, Paradise Walk, Prudence Kitten,
Little Laura, The Stranger {Australian series], Stranger on the Shore, Stranger
in the City, The Desperate People, The Old Curiosity Shop {1962]. Martin
Chnszlewit [1964] and other classic 1960s serials. Ian K. McIachlan, 1
Hawthorne way, Stranraer, D39 F'QY.

WANTED: 1ilideo recordings [VHS or S-VHS] of the opening titles to
Grandstand in the 695 [with the camera showing four pictures in the
lenses]. Also The Fools On The Jill, This is The BBC, The Lime Grove Story
and any other documentaries about British Til history. Martyn Victor,
UlfiSQ-BEUDEE}.
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WANTED: Baird dual-standard colour set. Leslie Hine, 01229-53255? or
534458.

WANTED: Telrlronix colour monitor type 65!] [NTSC] or 651 [PEEL] with
working EHT unit or EHT unit alone. Gordon Shorley, {11858-565854 [NS]-

WANTED: 1. For National Nil-102%}. Replacement video head barassembly [or just the heads] for this iii open-reel video tape recorder.
Would consider a non-working or incomplete recorder provided
the video heads are in good condition.

2. For Shibaden SVFDUE. Replacement capstan drive belt and a Service
Manual [buy or borrow] for the Edit version of this iii own reel video taperecorder.

3. “Hang On, I'll Inst Speak To The World". VHS [or S-EFHS] recording of
this TV programme about the BBC World Service, first broadcast around
1982.

I would be grateful if anyone can help with VHS {or S-VHS] recordings {and
the transmission dates} of the following BBC TV programmes:

I. PLEWDEB. BBC 2.  A series of programmes that raided the archives of
BBC Television, broadcast around the end to late sixties. Started as part of
Late Mght fine-up then became a separate programme. The edition about
Dance Bonds of the Thirties introduced by Roy Plomley with guests: Harry
Roy, lack Payne, Nat Gouella and Roy Fox. I would also he interested in
hearing from anyone who has video [or audio} recordings of any of the
PLUMBER programmes.

2. SQRFHDAY NIGHT AT THE MEL BBC 1. Live light entertainment
show from the BBC Pebble Mill studios. Birmingham. This edifion.broadcast circa 1931, was hosted by Bob Langley and Jenny Hanley with
guests Lena Zavaroni, Derek Nimmo and Bill Wyman of the Rolling Stones.

3. ins new scone OF MUSIC. sec 1. Introduced by Michael Rodd.
Broadcast on Tuesday 5th_]une. 19?!) at approx. 1fl.05pm.
Information please on this BBC Radio programme:

4. NEWEY PHESSED. BBC LIGHT PRUGRJ‘UVIME. This programme
started in Deoember 1964 and used Up Cherry Street by Herb filpert’s
Tijuana Brass as its signature tune. Any information about this
programme, e.g. who presented it and when it was transmitted [time of day,
daily or weekly'i'], would be most welcome.

Dave Young, GBTVW, 53 Forcefield Road, WELWYN GARDEN CI'I'Y, Herts.,
AL? 3R]. Phone: [0131]?) 3253413, evenings or weekends.
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CAN YOU HELP
WITH A

COLOSSAL
PROJECT?

You've doubtless heard of Colossus, arguably the world’s first
programmable computer, installed during World War II at Bletchley
Park. Used for decoding German secret messages, it has been described
as ‘the machine that won the war' and now 50 years on, a dedicated,
unpaid and unsponsored team is constructing a complete working replica
using authentic components. They are making excellent progress too
(you can see the machine on regular open days) but they are running
out of...

No, they’re not asking for money, they need VALVES, valves and
more valves! And then some more.

Can you donate any of the following? New or used items equally
welcome... pick-up arranged if you cannot manage delivery.

EF36, EFZ'L'i‘r (M53), EF37A
6JS triodes GTIC thyral-rons

Special surface—mar bakelite valve bases for BS valves (HG. type
16, 600 needed of these alone), for Octal valves {P-O. type 21A}

and for 80? valves (PD. type UTE}
Seven 4-volt, IUD-amp and ten 6-volt, lDfl-amp transformers.

nesemmareleellelltore-ereatea endalwtellfltaln’s
heritage. if you em hot: by math; (or even selflnl at flea-lit

priee) any at these item please suntan
mm:  on ousa—aaarsa.

Please don’t leave it to someone else, they’re relying
on you!
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THE TEST CARD CIRCLE
This society was founded in 1989 with less than twenty members.
Since then it has grown in membership to almost one hundred, and
has certainlv grown in stature. The various broadcasting authorities
acknowledge the wealth of information and expertise possessed by
the membership, and regularlv refer inquiries direct to the society.

All aspects of television trade test transmissions are included within
the interests of The Circle: Test Cards and patterns, accompanying
music, slides and still pictures, Service Information bulletins, Trade
Test Colour Fiims, and, of course, the dear old BBC Demonstration
Film.

A quarterly 4B-page magazine is issued which contains lively
and interesting articles on all of these topics. Each Spring, a
convention is held i n  the little market town of Leominster, where
members can meet for a delightful weekend of wonderful music
and pictures, good companionship, and pure nostalgia. it is also a
great deal of fun- There are usually guest presenters at the
convention, and in 1994 these were Andrew Emmerson, of 405
Alive, and broadcaster Tonv Currie, formerly of Scottish Television
and Radio Clvde. We also had the honour of the opening
announcement being specially recorded for us on video by Svlvia
Peters, Sylvia, and BBC continuity announcer David Allen also
recorded in-depth interviews for us on video.

Previous guests have included Steve Ostier, john Ross-Barnard and
David Allan. John and David were the two men responsible for
compiling all of the BBC trade tests tapes used between 1959 and
197?, and we were delighted when thev accepted Honorarv Life
Membership of The Circle two vears ago. We were also highlv
honoured when Roger Roger, the French musician and composer,
whose music has been used during BBC trade tests since the mid
fifties, agreed to become Patron of The Test Card Circle in 1992.

if vou are interested in this fascinating subiect, write to the
Secretary, Doug Bond, 93 Great North Road, Gosforlh, Newcastle
upon Tvne, NB SIP, and if vou send a 12.5" x 9" self addressed
envelope with a 43 pence stamp, Doug will be pleased to send you
a sample copv of the Circle‘s magazine.
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ASK YOURSELF THREE
QUESTIONS

IIIIEI IIII'II 'I'IE S I IE  BIB IIIEIII’. CIEIIIIEEI
EIIEIIIBISE l'l' BILIEE'HIIS' PHI! ll! lll'llfli III'I'S?l2.III I'll! flllllitl' ll‘l’ IIF THESE?

STIIPS III] HISI'II. IIIS'I'III'
PIBTIIE IIIS'I'EIIIS
EIEIIE'I'TE III PIIIIE EIIIIS
EIIEIIS I I I  IIIII'IIEIIII'IH lI'EIS
BBIIS III] IIIIIITES
IIIII'IIIT. IIIII. III IIIII'III iTEIS
POL S'I'IEE Ill 58!!!! IEIBIIIILII
IITIEIIIIS
TIIIGS 1'! III ll'l'll ”III III "III!!!"
Ill TITS
EIIEIEII. IIIEIIIEI'I'S “I I'll"!
IBIIS
I'll! IHIIEH IIII IIF Elllliflflll's ITEIS

Illllll Till I!!! 'I'll IE IFFEIEI I. SEIEETIIII BEEULIII‘L IF'I'EI
I! {E53  "III IEllEIS' IIIEES?

es? Teen it‘s time It!!! eat in an the secret and diseasered amen“ AIIEilflllS, an established
aamaasr is Balmeltaallt ntra Itald auctions at all these items event stands and issue detailed
5d-paae aataleaaes in advance Can‘t get dean ta fiflflmfllflfltl? lla prettiest! Just fill in the bid
arm and seed an age: cheque ar give as yaar credit and nutsher. ’iaa sfi an inner limit far your bid
and we dan‘t abuse your mist [pmaiietar is a tilt: miterfl. Tie system rises sari! Bantaal as tsa i
you wish ta sell items ta a bread range at iateiesled and mutilated peaate.

_ Enquiries to Plilia llelard an fliiflE—Eflzflflfi. Tie'satala-gee at lite limit aacliae aasls £2 {annual
ssuipfiaa a; past £22111“ tea can phase at unite for was first sap! FREE.

IllllEl'l'Il IIIETIBISJILIEITI Illl. ll Ell tllllflflllllfll Iflll.
IIIIIIIEIBE'EI. III ITL
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MEnCHANDIsE maniacal then
not HUDD empowers

"ROY HUDB‘S very own MUSIC HALL" {cassette}
Fifleen great music hall songs fi'om the one—man show with the Alfi‘ed Ralsten
Orchestra and the Charles Young singers. “Where Did You Get That Haiti", "While
Inndon Sleeps", “It's A Great Big Shame“, "The Future Mrs. Hawkins", "Our
Neighbourhood“, I"Two Lovely Black Eyes", “The Hole in the Elephant's Bottom",
"When Father Pap-cred The Parlour", "The Spaniard That Blighted My Life", "A Nice
Quiet Day", "I live In Trafalgar Square“, “ ‘arry, ‘arty, ‘arry‘, “Polly Perkins“, “The
End ofMy Did Cigar“, "My Old Dutch". £5.00 {inchlding p 6:. 11).

"THE NEWS HUDDImES" {double cassette) — THE BBC RADIO
COILECI'IfiN. Classic sketches, songs and monologues selected from eighteen
years of the record-breaking BBC Radio 2 shirer with Roy, June Whitfield, Chris
Eimnett, Janet Brown, Alison Steadman and Pete Moss and The Huddliners.“Two
hours of pure joy“ — Bath) Mirror. £199 {including p :h p and autographed by the
cast}.

“ROY HUDB'S BflflK 0F MUSIC HALL, VARIETY AND SHDW BUSINESS
ANECDOTES“ (hook and dcubie cassette).
Refs collection of over 400 true tales of show business. Funny, sad, fascinating and
positively Rabelaisianl. Loads of photographs. Published by Robson Books and
nominated "the anthology,r of the year“ by The Smithy Times.
HARDBACK £16.95 (including p ch P}; PAPERBACK £8.99 {including p 3.: p];
DOUBLE CA8 SETI‘E. Roy reads the book. "The irrepressible entertainer with tales
of glorious gafl‘es, nmes and nanghfiness, laughter and landladies“ — Daily Mail.
£1.99 {including p 3:. p).

"THE HUBDLINES ANNUAL" (hock)
A ripe collection of sketches, songs and gags by the Ihiddlines’ top writers. £199
(including 11 & p). * Autographed by the cast. *

VIDEU TAPE: "JOKES THAT WflN THE WAR"
A unique collection of the great "liar-let}.r comics in action hosted by Roy. Nerve 3:.
Knox, Jack Buchanan, Will Hay, Scott Sanders, Chariie Chester, Jimmyr Wheeler,
Terran},r Handley & ITMA, Richard Murdoch, Kenneth Horne, Sam Costa, Maurice
Denham, George Fonnby, Robb 1ilii'ilton, Joyce Grenfell, Stainless Stephen, Wilson
Kepple & Betty, "l'nlonse'arer‘I Eddie Gray, Bud Flanagan, Tommy Trinder, Frank
Randle, The Western Brothers, Sid Field, Richard Hearne, Sidneyr Howard, Max
Miller, Ralph Reader, Old Mother Riieg.r S: Gracie Fields. £12.99 {inc p 3:; p}.

ALL CHEQUESWSTAL ORDERS shank! he made Wife to BUY HUDD
ENTERPRISES, Pfl. Boat 3923. London, SW4 DID.
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This Christmas, the N.V.C.F. comes to London!

announcing a
NEW Christmas Venue for the

NATIONAL VINTAGE
COMMUNICATIONSFAIR

WEMEiLEY . LONDON
Sunday December lst 1996
11am - 4pm - Stalls @ £35

at. l-
\w“may

CONFERENCE AND
BN—NBlTlON CENTRE

(NB: The Spring N.V.C.F. will continue "to be held
as usual at the NBC. in B’ham every May)

N.V.C.F - 14 Ema]: Sheet. Hampton, Devan EIIE 9LT. Tel: {01393} 331532
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HOW TO CONTACT 405 ALIVE
The chiefgim'y of every people urisesfi'em its authors.

WE WANT TO HEAR FRflM YOU!
Letters are always welcome and nearly all of them [unless marked Not For
Publication} get published. lengthy screeds may be edited for clarity.
Electronic mail is also welcome. Address this to
midshires@cirr.compuiinicco.nk
Adverlising rates. Classified: flea. Display ads, using your artwork: £5 per
half page, £10 full page. Charges must be pro-paid.
Notes a Queries [for publication in the magazine]. Keep them coming... and
your answers to them.
Enquiries requiring an individual reply. These are answered when time
permits. You must include a stamped addressed envelope and preferably
also your telephone number [in case it is quicker to telephone a reply}-
Please be patient - thanks.
firficles are also most welcome. We get so many good ones that publication
can take up to two years or so, but don't let that deter you. They can
sometimes be held back when we group two or three together when they
support a common ‘tbeme'.
Payment We're a not-for—profit magazine so sadly we cannot pay for
material. [in the other hand, full-length feature articles do earn the author a
year's free subscription once published so that’s an incentive. You retain
copyright of your article so you are free to offer it —- probably in a revised
version - to other, mainstream periodicals to earn some money. At least one
of our contributors does this very successfully.
But I can‘t write like the big names do! Don t worry. We can sort out your
grammar and speling. Its the facts and your ideas that count.
How to submit material. If at all possible, please TYPE your contributions
using a dark, black ribbon. This enables them to be read straight into the
word—processor by a document scanner. Magic! Contributions on computer
disk are particularly welcome and your disk will be returned. We can
handle most variations of IBM PC and {3PM disks in 3.5" and 5.25" size but
please process your words in some popular word—processing format, ideaily
as an ASCII or WordStar file. Through the good offices of Radio Eygones,
we can handle firnstr'ad FEW and Macintosh disks, but not BBC format. If in
doubt please ring first on emcee-raise. Thanks. You can now also fax your
letters, ads and articles on areas-arrest.

BACK NUMBERS _
All stocks of back issues have been sold now, including combined edition
reprint. In a few cases we can lend originals for photocopying.

FAQ FILES
FAQs are frequently asked questions, so we are keeping two files of FAQs
and their answers ready for printing out on request for readers. These files
will be updated as new information comes in. These two files are already
quite lengthy and contain material already published, so it would not be fair
on established subscribers to reprint them in the magazine. Phil file 1 mos
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to 24 pages and covers general points about old TV and how to get old
television sets working again. FAQ file 2 is a reprint on all the articles on
test card music and I'I'lir station ident themes; it covers 11 pages. FAQ file 1
costs £3.00 and file 2 costs £2.00 [both post paid]. These prices cover just
the cost of copying and postage plus the horrendous cost of banking your
cheque [68 pence i]. FAQfile 3 covers suppliers of hard-to—find components
and service data; for this one send one first class. stamp and a SAE.
[Available from F1 Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 BPH; cheques payable
to Andrew Emmerson.)

WOUIJ] YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friends copy — now you can‘t wait to receive
your own copy four times a year Send a cheque for £16 [inland and BFPO]
or a Eurocheqne or sterling banker’s draft for £20 [all other territories) made
out to The flndiophfle, which will pay for a year*s subscription [four issues].
We regret credit card transactions can no longer be handled. Send money to
“Larkhill”, Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford, S‘I'Zfl DNP, not to
Northampton. ‘

TELEPHONE ENQUIRIES REGARDING SUBSCRIPTIONS
You can call the Staffordshire office on [11?35—234696 between [1933-13. an
or 1430-1100 Mondays to Fridays. At other times you will reach an
answering machine. Please do not ring the Northampton [01604] number as
all business details are now handled from Staffordshire.

EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS
You may wish to contact the following allied interest groups and
publications [please send SAE with all enquiries].

BRITISH VINTAGE WIRELESS SOCIETY: Gerald Wells, 1ii'intage': Wireless
Museum, 23  Rnsendale Road, London, SE21 EDS.
VEQTAGE RADIO CIRCLE: Geoff Williams, 4 Sunnyside Park, St Ives,
Ringwood, Hants., BH24 ZNW.

BRITISH mm TELEVISION CLUB: Dave Lawton CHANG,
Grenehnrst, Pinewood Road, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 4DD.
NARROW BANDWIDTH TV ASSOCIATION: Doug Pitt. 1 Eurnwood Drive,
Wollaton, Nottingham, NOB 2D].
TEST CARD CIRCLE {'I'luir trade test transmissions and test card music]:
Stuart Montgomery, 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh, EI-13 EDS.
BBC TEST CARD CLUB, Keith Hamer, ? Epping Close, Derby, DE3 III-IR.

SAVERS OF TELEVISION AND RADIO SHOWS -[S.T.A.E.S.}, 96 Meadvale
Road, Ealing, London, WE 1NR.

IRISH WAGE RADIO 3.: SOUND SOCIETY: Henry IvInore, 9 Auburn
Close, Kflliney, Co. Dublin.
RADIO EYGONES [vintage radio technology}: Geoff Arnold, 9 Wetherby
Close, Broadstone, Dorset; EH18 BIB.
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THE RADIOPHILE [vintage radio}: Chas. E. Miller, “Larkhfll”, Newport Road,
Woodseaves, Stafford, STE!) GNP.
'I'ELERADIO NEWS [current radio and TE? transmitter news, long—distance
reception]: Keith Hauler, ? Epping Close, Derby, DE3 4E3.
TUNE INTO YESTERDAY [Old-Time Radio Shov.T Collectors Association]:
Membership secretary: John Wolstenholme, 56  Melbourne Avenue,
Dronfield Woodhouse, Sheffield, 318 SW.

VINTfiGE LiGHT W318 SOCIETY: Stuart Upton, 4 Harvest Bank Road,-
West Wickham, Kent, Ella 9D].
ROBERT FARNON SOCIETY [also light music]: David fides, Stone Gables,
Upton Lane, Seavington St. Michael, IlJninster, Somerset, TA19 OPE.
MEMORY LELNE [Fflrpm-era popular music]: Ray Pallett, 226 Station Road,
Leigh- on-Sea, Essex, SS'EJl 3B3.
IN TUNE ll-J'I'EENATIONAL [music of the years 1935-1960}: Colin Morgan,
12 Caer'Gofaint, Gross, Denbigh, Olvvvd, LL15 EYT.

PROlECTED PICTURE TRUST [cinerna history]: Harold Brown, 2 Eleanor
Gardens, Avlesbuijr, Bucks, HP21 ?LT.
1F.i'll'fl’l'flGE FILM CIRCIE: Alex Woollianls, 11 Norton Road, Knowie, Bristol,
1334 BET.

Founder- member of the

Publioations Guild
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THE BACK PAGE
405 Alive (ISSN 0969-8884) is an independent, not-for-profit magazine
devoted to the study and preservation of old television technology and
programming. It has no connection with, and is not subsidised by, any other
organisation. Publication is four times a 12-month subscription period but not
at set times.

Editorial policy. This magazine acts not only as a forum for research, the
republication of archive material and as a monitor of current developments
but also as a means for all interested in this field to keep in touch. Readers
are encouraged to submit articles, photographs, notes and letters.

We print readers' addresses only in small advertisements or when otherwise
asked to. We are always happy to forward letters to contributors if postage is
sent. All work in connection with 405 Alive is carried out on a voluntary
unpaid basis — sorry, it's only a hobby! ~— but writers retain copyright and are
encouraged to republish their articles in commercial publications. In addition,
authors of feature articles normally earn a year's free subscription, although
this offer is made at the editor's discretion and may be withdrawn.

Legal niceties. E&OE. Whilst every care is taken in the production of this
newsletter, the editor accepts no legal responsibility for the advice, data and
opinions expressed. 405 Alive neither endorses nor is it responsible for the
content of advertisements or the activities of those advertisers. No guarantee
of accuracy is implied or given for the material herein. Authors are alone
responsible for the content of their articles, including factual and legal
accuracy. From time to time uncredited iliustrations appear in this publication;
every effort is made to avoid infringing com/right and the editor trusts that any
unintended breach will be notified to him so that due acknowledgment can
be made. The contents of the newsletter are covered by copyright and must
not be reproduced without permission, although an exception is made for
other not-for—profit publications (only) wishing to reprint short extracts or
single articles and then only if acknowledgement is given to 405 Alive.

Copyright (c) 1996 by Andrew Emmerson and contributors.

E IMPORTANT POSTAL INFORMATION E
If undelivered please return to The Rodiophlle. Lorrkhill. Newport

Rood, Woodsedves, STAFFORD, ST20 ONP, Engldnd.
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Please note that all editorial correspondence should be addressed to 71 ,
Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 8PH.

405 ALIVE is published by Radiophile Publications from “Larkhill”, Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford. ST20 GNP {telephone/fax01785 284696) and Is printed by Panda Press, 1, Newcastle Street, Stone, Staffordshire. All rights reserved. © 1996.


